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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Thank you for giving your time to the children at your day camp.  You are making it possible for many young 

people to have a fun, memorable outdoor experience. 

 

This Staff Manual is designed to assist you as you prepare for a successful week at your camp.  Included among 

the pages to follow are requirements, standards and procedures, guidelines, how to generate ideas, and resources 

for working with youth.  Being familiar with these materials will assist you in your work with campers. 

 

You are responsible for knowing the contents of the Staff Manual.  Please read all of the materials and use 

the planning pages – it’ll help make life easier!  After you have carefully covered these materials, sign and date 

the “Receipt of Volunteer Information”--- form at the end of the manual.  Return this form to the Site Director 

at your day camp. 

 

All camps are staffed by people who can guide and assist you when needed.  You will receive most of what you 

need during pre-camp training.  All trainings are required.  Plan to attend all that are offered to you. 

 

Most importantly, always keep in mind that the children are our first consideration.  Day Campers are to have 

fun in a safe and positive environment. 

 

Thank you for being part of the Camp Fire Central Puget Sound Day Camp program and fulfilling the mission 

of building caring, confident youth and future leaders. 
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Camp Fire 
 

Camp Fire’s Vision:  We inspire and enable youth of all backgrounds and abilities to 

discover their spark, value the natural world, and become tomorrow’s leaders, today. 
 

Camp Fire is a national not-for-profit youth agency with a focus on developing 

leadership, compassion, and life skills in youth.  Camp Fire began as an all-girls 

organization in Maine in 1910, and has since spread across the country and expanded 

to include boys. 

History 
Camp Fire was founded in 1910 by Dr. Luther Halsey Gulick and Charlotte Vetter Gulick.  It began at their 

summer camp for girls called Camp Wohelo-Sebago in Maine.  The Gulicks wanted to encourage girls to be 

independent, active and appreciate the outdoors.  Camp Fire grew out of the youth service movement of the 

early 20
th

 century and shares roots with similar organizations like Girls Scouts and the YMCA. 

 

By 1912, the first Camp Fire groups had formed near Seattle.  Much of the early work in Camp Fire in this area 

was done by Ruth Brown, who became the first Executive Director of the Seattle Council and the first Director 

at Camp Sealth. 

 

In 1975, Camp Fire opened its doors to boys and became a coed organization.  In 2010, Camp Fire celebrated 

its centennial with campfires lit at councils across the country.  Today, over half a million youth participate in 

Camp Fire programs in nearly all 50 states.  Programs include summer overnight and day camps, group and 

family clubs, after-school programs, teen leadership and service learning, and much more. 

Our Local Council 
Camp Fire Day Camp is part of the Central Puget Sound council of Camp Fire, based in Seattle, Washington.  

In addition to day camps at nine different locations in the greater Seattle area, the Central Puget Sound council 

also runs an overnight camp at Camp Sealth on Vashon Island, as well as traditional group and Family Club 

programs. 

What Makes Camp Fire Unique 
Camp Fire was one of many youth organizations that got its start around the same time; although they share 

many things in common, there are some things that make Camp Fire stand out. 

 

 Professionally trained adult leaders:  Camp Fire adults (including camp staff) are passionate role 

models and champions of children, they encourage and guide youth to discover their sparks, and they 

work with young people to help them be their best. 

 Inclusiveness:  We embrace the uniqueness of all young people and their families, and celebrate the 

differences among ourselves. Camp Fire proudly affirms its inclusive nature, openly welcoming people 

of all backgrounds, beliefs, abilities, and identities. 

 Participant-driven:  Guided by adults, young people choose their own course; they build self-esteem 

and identify their own voice. Camp Fire guides youth towards compassion and caring for others, and we 

encourage youth to explore and discover their own sparks. 

 Immediate action:  Camp Fire engages youth right away, helping them develop skills today and build a 

strong foundation for now and in the future. 

. 
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American Camp Association 
 

The American Camp Association (ACA) is a network of camp professionals who work 

together to share knowledge and experience and ensure the high quality of camp 

programs.  ACA has been around for over 100 years working to preserve, promote, and 

improve the camp experience. 

 

ACA Accreditation 
Over 2,400 camps in the United States are accredited by the American Camp Association.  These camps meet 

up to 300 standards for health, safety and program quality.  Camp Fire Day Camp has been accredited by the 

ACA since 1998.  For a camp to maintain accreditation, they undergo a visit once every three years by trained 

ACA visitors to ensure that the camp continually maintains its high safety and quality standards.  ACA 

accreditation is voluntary, so parents who choose to send their children to an accredited camp know they are 

choosing a camp that is committed to best practices. 

Goals for Accredited Camps 
The ACA is committed to helping its members provide: 

 Safe, nurturing camp communities 

 Caring, competent adult role models 

 Healthy, developmentally appropriate experiences 

 Service to the community and the natural world 

 Opportunities for leadership and personal growth 

 Discovery, experiential education and learning opportunities 

 Excellence and continuous self-improvement 

ACA Membership 
Camp can be more than a summer job – if you’re interested in learning more about camp as a career, talk to the 

Day Camp Manager.  ACA membership is a great starting point to find out if this is a good career field for you.  

You can join the ACA for one year for free, and students also get discounted memberships.  With an ACA 

membership, you can attend trainings and conferences, get access to online resources, and network with other 

camp professionals. 
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Goals for Camper Development 
Summer camp is a unique opportunity for children to gain independence and experience positive social 

interactions that will give them lifelong skills. Listed below are Camp Fire’s specific desired outcomes for 

campers in all of our outdoor programs. 
 

Self-awareness and positive values 

 Increased self-esteem 

 Reinforced motor skills and physical development 

 Increased ability to use critical thinking skills in decision making 

 Increased ability to express feelings with adults and other youth 

 

Social skills and sense of belonging 

 Increased appreciation and respect for others 

 Increased use of consensus building and teamwork 

 Youth apply rules for fair play and conflict resolution 

 Greater sense of belonging 

 Extended friendship circles 

 

Competency and empowerment 

 Increased ability to make choices and plan sequentially 

 Increased ability to celebrate and share successes 

 Greater preferences for safe choices 

 Increased self-reliance and ability to manage being on their own 

 Increased leadership skills 

 

Knowledge of and appreciation for the natural environment 

 Increased appreciation and understanding of nature 

 Increased knowledge of minimum impact camping 

 Increased sense of comfort and safety in the out-of-doors 
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Day Camp Staff 

Day Camp Manager: Year round Camp Fire employee who is responsible for all Day Camp operations. 

 

Camp Site Director:  Responsible for total onsite operation of Day Camp.  Assigns responsibilities and gives 

general supervision to all volunteer staff. 

 

Assistant Camp Director:  Works closely with the Camp Site Director both before and during the Day Camp 

session.  Assumes responsibility in the absence of the Camp Site Director. 

 

Health Manager:  A medical professional or a certified first aid staff who is responsible for the dispensing of 

all first aid and medications, and for seeing that good health practices are followed, and for keeping the health 

records. 

 

Equipment Supervisor:  Responsible for checking equipment in and out and seeing that it comes back from 

groups each day in good condition, ready for use.  Reports back to Site Director of any equipment is in poor 

condition that should be repaired, replaced, or eliminated. 

 

Purchaser:  Purchases supplies for Day Camp including food.  Makes suggestions to Counselors regarding 

menus and food items and informs Counselors of their food budget.  Commitment includes shopping prior to 

the start of camp, store runs during camp hours, storing and sorting food items. 

 

Program Staff:  Assist with pre-camp training by teaching their skills to Unit Leaders and Counselors and by 

informing them of the program resources and equipment which can be made available to groups.  During Day 

Camp, they assist units and groups as requested.  They select and procure special program equipment after 

given authorization by the Camp Site Director. 

 

Teen Leadership Coordinator: Paid adult staff position.  Responsible for programming and implementation of 

the CIT (Counselor in Training) program. 

 

Rover (only at Carkeek and Woodland Park locations): Paid adult staff position.  Assists Site Director as needed; can be 

assigned as a Head table assistant, Purchaser, Equipment Supervisor, Counselor, Specialist, etc. May hold one 

position throughout the week or fill in where needed. Runs extended day program. 

 

Specialist: Instruct/teach/lead activities, such as crafts, field games, science, nature hike, fire safety, etc. 

 

Counselors / Teen Counselors: Responsible for a group of 6 – 10 kids with the assistance of another 

Counselor or LEAD Volunteer.    

 

LEAD (Lead Enrich Act Discover) Volunteer:  Assists programming and daily operation as needed.  May be 

assigned to a group to assist a Counselor, or assigned as a Specialist, or assist the Equipment Supervisor.  
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
POSITION: Day Camp Health Manager 

 

RESPONSIBLE TO: Directly responsible to Day Camp Site Director 

 

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES: With Day Camp Site Director, plan and carry out a program to protect health and 

safety of campers and staff as outlined in “Procedures for Health Supervision” and Day Camp Health Care Plan. 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. To provide first aid as needed, dispense medication as indicated, follow Council’s suggested treatment 

procedures, or as revised by the physician contacted by the Camp Health Manger. 

2. During pre-camp training, discuss health and safety procedures, precautions, routines with the staff.  Guide the 

counselors in regard to their responsibilities in noting and reporting illness, injury or unsafe practices and 

conditions that might contribute to camper or staff accidents. 

3. Make contact with nearest physician or hospital prior to camp to provide any routine health care, emergency 

medical services, or transportation day camp may need. 

4. Begin health supervision as soon as participants arrive on site and continue until all participants have left for the 

day.  Staff First Aid Station such that it never is left unattended. 

5. Review health histories of all persons on site prior to first day.  Share pertinent information with counselor or staff 

involved and train them to handle potential emergencies related to a known health condition, e.g., epilepsy, 

diabetes, allergic reactions, at the on-site training or prior to the first day. 

6. See that ALL medications on site are turned in to you and kept in a locked container when not under your direct 

supervision. 

7. Check the camp for health and safety conditions daily.  Carefully inspect the lavatory and food 

storage/refrigeration conditions. 

8. Keep complete and careful records of all treatment of campers and staff and any medications dispensed as per 

ACA standards. 

9. Complete incident reports and insurance forms when appropriate. 

10. Prepare and issue first aid kits for emergency use on hikes and trips.  Instruct counselors in accident procedures. 

11. Monitor shelf life of epinephrine kit.  Ensure that storage conditions protect from light, heat and cold. 

12. At the end of camp, make written evaluation of health and safety programs in camp and submit to your Day Camp 

Site Director. 

13. Provide copies of appropriate licenses or certifications to the day camp Site Director. 

14. Other duties as assigned by the day camp Site Director. 

 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 
1. Able to see. 

2. Able to read, speak and understand English. 

3. Able to provide health care and emotional support to campers. 

4. Able to move around the camp. 

5. Able to supervise campers. 

6. Able to ensure safety of campers and assist campers in an emergency. 

7. Able to demonstrate sensitivity to needs of the campers, and use positive behavior management techniques. 

8. Demonstrate respectful interactions with all others in all communications and functions as a representative of 

Camp Fire, an organization that supports diversity and cultural competence and expects its staff and volunteers to 

act in a culturally competent and inclusive manner.  
 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. Be a Registered Nurse, Licensed Practical Nurse, licensed Physician, OR certified EMT, Paramedic, Standard 

First Aider who has telephone access to a licensed physician or registered nurse with whom prior arrangements 

have been made in writing to provide consultation and/or other medical support to the camp. 

2. Sufficient emotional stability to meet emergencies with poise and wisdom.   

3. Be at least 21 years of age. 

4. Current certification by a nationally recognized provider of training in 1
st
 Aid and CPR that is age appropriate 

(adult, children, infant). 
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JOB DESCRIPTION  
POSITION: Equipment Supervisor 

 

RESPONSIBLE TO: Directly responsible to Day Camp Site Director 

 

 

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES: Organize and maintain the condition of the day camps equipment 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Organize equipment within the equipment truck or trailer. 

2. Maintain equipment in good condition. Remove broken or damaged equipment from use.  Repair equipment if 

appropriate. 

3. Inform Site Director if any pieces of equipment need to be replaced. 

4. Check in and out equipment to camper groups, keeping a log of which items were checked out and to whom. 

Make sure all equipment is returned prior to the end of camp. 

5. Fulfill equipment orders for outdoor cooking. 

6. Monitor and maintain the dish washing station. Make sure all equipment is returned in the same or better 

condition, and all outdoor cooking items are thoroughly cleaned in accordance to the dish washing instructions. 

7. Provide instruction in the proper use of equipment as necessary. 

8. Keep hazardous / Poisonous materials away from general access and any utensils. 

 
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 

1. Able to see. 

2. Able to read, write, speak and understand English. 

3. Able to squat, stand for long periods of time, walk up stairs. 

4. Able to lift and move 20 pounds. 

5. Able to demonstrate sensitivity to needs of the campers, interact appropriately with campers in a variety 

of situations, appropriately model behavior and use positive behavior management techniques. 

6. Able to ensure safety of campers and assist campers in an emergency. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. At least 18 years of age 

2. Must attend and participate in Day Camp Staff Training. 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

POSITION:  Day Camp Purchaser 

 

RESPONSIBLE TO:  Day Camp Site Director 

 

OBJECTIVE:  Purchasing supplies for Day Camp in the most economical way. 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES:  
2. Food 

a. Responsible for all monies for food and supplies at discretion of Site Director. 

b. Inform counselors of the amount of their food money as determined by the number of campers, 

aides and counselors per group. 

c. Suggest menu and food items to counselors. 

d. Do price comparisons of most used items and purchase when available on sale prior to camp. 

e. Make price list of most used menu items for counselors. 

f. Review Food Order form with counselors. 

g. During camp session purchase food items ordered by counselors. 

h. Keep tally of each counselor’s expenses, daily. 

i. Return all unused monies and receipts to Site Director at end of camp. 

 

3. Supplies 

a. With Site Director and staff, make list of supplies needed. 

b. Do price comparisons and purchase needed supplies prior to camp. 

c. Purchase supplies as needed during camp session. 

d. Keep tally of all purchases and return all unused monies and receipts to Site Director at Camp’s 

end. 

 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 
1. Able to see. 

2. Able to read, write, speak and understand English. 

3. Able to travel to stores and to camp. 

4. Able to lift 20 pounds. 

5. Able to account for money and expenditures. 

6. Able to ensure safety of campers and assist campers in an emergency. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. At least 21 years of age 

2. Have experience working within a budget. 

4. Must attend and participate in Day Camp Staff Training. 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

POSITION: Day Camp Counselor 

 

RESPONSIBLE TO:  Unit Leader if applicable where the camp has unit organization.  When no unit 

organization, responsible to the Program Director or Camp Site Director. 

 

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES:  

1. Leadership and guidance of a group of 6 – 10 campers. 

2. General planning of camp program. 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES: 

1. With a group of campers, plan and carry out a camping program built on appreciation and preservation 

of the natural resources of the camp site and surroundings. 

2. Work closely with Unit Leader or Site Director in coordinating activities of the group and ongoing 

evaluation of program effectiveness. 

3. Guide the individual camper in participation in group, unit, and all-camp activities. 

4. Assist with all-camp program activities and other camp-wide activities as assigned. 

5. Interpret to children and enforce safety and health regulations. 

6. Prepare group evaluations as required. 

 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 

1. Able to see 

2. Able to read, speak, and understand English. 

3. Able to move around the camp and accompany campers to program areas. 

4. Able to lead small and large group activities, and supervise campers in structured and unstructured 

situations. 

5. Able to ensure safety of campers and assist campers in an emergency. 

6. Able to demonstrate sensitivity to needs of the campers, interact appropriately with campers in a variety 

of situations, appropriately model behavior and use positive behavior management techniques. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. At least 18 years of age, or a Teen counselor, at least 16 years of age, who must: 

a. Be at least a Junior in high school (in the fall), and  

b. Have completed one of the following at a Camp Fire or other agency Camp 

i. One year as a Day Camp LEAD 

ii. One year Counselor in Training (CIT) or Counselor Assistant Training (CAT) 

iii. Other leadership training experience related to children. 

2. Willingness to accept supervision and coaching to improve effectiveness. 

3. Willingness to accept his/her share of camp responsibilities. 

4. A personal philosophy of camping which recognizes the values which the camper can gain through 

group living as well as participation in varied activities. 

5. Must attend and participate in Day Camp Staff Training.   
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

POSITION: Program Specialist 

 

RESPONSIBLE TO:   Day Camp Site Director unless supervisory responsibility has been delegated to the 

Program Director or Assistant Director. 

 

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES:  

1. Develop and carry out a meaningful program in a specialty area (i.e. music/arts/crafts/outdoor 

games/fire safety/archery/water safety/bikes/or other specialized areas). 

a. Gear program to the ages, interests, and abilities of the campers. 

b. Write operating procedures for specific activity (form available from Camp Director). 

c. Write and make known to campers safety regulations for specific activity. 

d. Check equipment to be used for appropriateness, good repair, and conformity with regulations, 

where applicable. 

e. Have equipment on hand and be trained to meet potential emergencies related to particular 

activity. 

f. Buy supplies for activity within budget as directed by Camp Director. 

2. Coordinate specialty program with other camp activities and plans. 

3. Act as a consultant to Unit Leaders and/or Group Counselors in your specialty field. 

4. Turn in a written evaluation of your program at close of camp. 

 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 

1. Able to see. 

2. Able to read, speak, and understand English. 

3. Able to lead small and large group activities, and supervise campers in structured and unstructured 

situations. 

4. Able to ensure safety of campers and assist campers in an emergency. 

5. Able to demonstrate sensitivity to needs of the campers, interact appropriately with campers in a variety 

of situations, appropriately model behavior and use positive behavior management techniques. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. Interest, experience, knowledge and skills in the specific field. 

2. The ability to teach and enthuse others. 

3. At least 18 years of age with the exception of those who qualify as a Teen counselor. 

4. Must attend and participate in Day Camp Staff Training. 

5. Certification or documentation of skill and experience if applicable (archery, waterfront, etc.) 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

POSITION: LEAD Volunteer 

 

RELATIONSHIPS: Works under the direction of the counselor or program specialist to whom they are 

assigned.  Is accountable to the Camp Site Director or his/her designate 

 

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES:  

1. To assist in supervision and programming or in any other area of camp operation. 

2. To be available to assist in all camp programs as may be needed and requested by the camp 

administration. 

3. Perform specific responsibilities as determined between LEAD and counselor/specialist to whom they 

are assigned. 

 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 

1. Able to see. 

2. Able to read, speak and understand English. 

3. Able to move around the camp and to accompany campers to program areas. 

4. Able to lead small group activities. 

5. Able to assist campers in an emergency. 

6. Able to demonstrate sensitivity to needs of the campers, interact appropriately with campers in a variety 

of situations, appropriately model behavior and self-control. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. Must be entering at least the 9
th

 grade in the fall. 

2. Must attend and participate in Day Camp Staff Training. 

3. Must be mature and take camp assignments seriously. 

4. Must be willing to accept supervision and coaching to improve effectiveness. 
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DAY CAMP TRADITIONS 
 

Day Camp pins are furnished by the Central Puget Sound Council of Camp Fire and are a symbol of attendance 

at a Day Camp.  Pins are presented to every registered camper and to all staff persons. 
 

Camp Ties 
Ties are a traditional identification for staff members in day camp.  Usually counselors and/or other adult staff 

wear red ties.  LEAD staff typically wears blue ties.  Many camps have a specific staff tie for program 

specialists and/or administrative staff.  Ties are worn with the ends crossed over the chest and held together 

with a day camp pin.  Wearing a tie is a staff privilege that helps campers identify staff from the general public 

– a good safety measure. 
 

Camp Names 
The volunteer staff pick a silly name to be called by during camp; like “Cinderella,” Sasquatch,” or “Potato.”  

Kids spend much of the week wondering after their counselor’s real name, and many reveal their real name to 

their campers on the last day of camp. 
 

Head Table or Head Camp 
The administrative headquarters of day camp is called “head table” or “head camp.”  Most, if not all, of the 

important paperwork and records for the camp are kept there and it is usually the home base of the Site 

Director. 

 

Camp Spirit 
Every day camp has a magical spirit that inhabits it (usually in the form of a mythical woodland creature).  Each 

camp has their own traditions that revolve around their camp spirit, but all the camps do allow the campers to 

write a letter to the magical spirit, and enchantingly each letter receives a letter in reply. 

 

Camp Fire Programs and Traditions 
 Council Fire – the traditional ceremony to celebrate and honor achievements 

 Camp Fire Levels – Little Stars (ages 3-5), Starflight (grades K-2), Adventure (grades 3-5), Discovery 

(grades 6-8) and Horizon (grades 9-12) 

 Earning Beads and Emblems – the way Camp Fire members record and receive recognition for specific 

accomplishments 

 Wo-He-Lo – Work, Health, Love 

 “Give Service” – the Camp Fire motto 
 

 

Day Camp Symbol 
        Tendril - Nature 

 
  Sun Rays – Outdoors   Council Ring – With Friends 
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DAY CAMP VOLUNTEER PERSONNEL GUIDELINES 
 

Volunteers are literally the lifeblood of Camp Fire.  Our volunteers make our services possible and are integral 

to our community relations, fundraising efforts, and governance. 

 

Camp Fire welcomes all people to volunteer, regardless of race, gender, creed, religion, national origin, sexual 

orientation, economic status or mental or physical disabilities.  Accommodations for special needs will be 

provided upon request whenever possible, matched with the position requirements on the volunteer job 

description. 

 

 

We utilize volunteer resources because: 

 There is important work to be done: Camp Fire builds caring, confident youth and future leaders.  Our 

work has impact in each youth’s and each adult’s life, often for years to come. 

 Volunteers are part of the best way to get that important work done.  Volunteers bring added labor, 

community resources, community information, potential donors, and are a part of community relations.  

More youth, families, and communities can be reached by the services and resources of Camp Fire with 

the help of our volunteers. 

 

Becoming a Volunteer 
All adult and youth volunteers providing service to Camp Fire or working directly with children must fill out a 

Volunteer Background Check form. The Council will complete a criminal history check, sex offender check 

and at least two personal reference checks for every volunteer. We will also verify previous work and volunteer 

history. Acceptance as a volunteer depends on the results of this background check. 

 

 

Application and Training 
1. Each staff member must complete the appropriate Day Camp staff application.  Teen volunteers must be 

Camp Fire members or pay the membership fee. 

2. All staff members will receive training for their jobs.  All staff members must fulfill the training 

requirements necessary to successfully perform their job. 

 

 

Health History 
All staff members must complete a health history form (on the Staff/LEAD/Teen Counselor Application) before 

the first day of camp.  A recent medical examination by a doctor is recommended, but not required. 

 

Staff must complete the health history section on the registration form for each minor dependent present on site. 

 

 

Volunteer Rights 
In acknowledgement of the valuable resource to Camp Fire that they are, volunteers have the right to be given 

meaningful assignments, the right to be treated as equal co-workers, and the right to be provided effective 

orientation, training, support, supervision and evaluation.  Volunteers have the right to be kept informed and be 

listened to by paid staff and able to participate in planning.  They have the right to be given daily expressions of 

appreciation from paid staff, to have their time used wisely, to receive prompt return of phone calls and e-mail 

messages, and to be appropriately recognized for their efforts.   

 

In return, volunteers should agree to perform their duties to the best of their abilities.  They are expected to 

remain loyal to the mission and goals of Camp Fire and to operate according to the Council’s procedures. 
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Volunteers benefit from giving their time to Camp Fire in a number of ways.  For example, they: 

 Gain experience working with youth and the community 

 Enhance job skills 

 Acquire new job skills to increase marketability 

 Gain satisfaction from helping others 

 Network and make professional contacts 

 Meet new people and make new friends 

 Give back to the community 

 May request a performance review with the Camp Site Director 

 May request a job reference from the Camp Site Director 

 

 

Monetary Benefits 
Volunteer staff receives no stipend or salary. 

 

Any staff member working a full session of day camp is entitled to register their child(ren) at a reduced fee as 

determined by the Council. 

 

 

Other Benefits 
The camp may operate a pre-school unit for staff members’ children who are younger than camper age.  A 

minimal charge may apply for this service. 

 

All registered/signed-in persons on site will be covered by accident insurance. 

 

ACA standards specify that members of staff are NOT to accept monetary or expensive gifts from campers or a 

camper’s family. 

 

 

Terms of Assignment 
All volunteers will attend the full camp session (or other as negotiated with the Camp Site Director) plus 

necessary hours of training prior to camp. 

 

 

Breaks 

Provisions will be made at each site for all staff members to have a break each day. 

        

 

Volunteer Responsibilities 
1. Must see that all activities are conducted in a safe and prudent manner, and  

2. Must adhere to the safety policies and procedures of the Central Puget Sound Council, defined in this 

document, and of Camp Fire.   
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Personal Items at Camp 
No personal possessions such as radios, iPods, portable video game devices, sports equipment, etc. shall be 

brought on site without the approval of the Camp Site Director.   

Personal communication devices, such as cell phones, shall not be used during camp, except to directly benefit 

the operation of camp or in case of emergency.  Staff may use cell phones, etc. on their breaks provided they are 

out of sight and earshot of campers. 

 

Pets are not permitted on site without a prior arrangement with the Camp Site Director. 

 

Staff Vehicles 

Staff will not use their personal vehicles to transport campers during program hours unless directed by the Site 

Director in an emergency situation. Any Staff vehicle used to transport campers must be approved prior to the 

first day of camp. The vehicle must be in safe condition and covered by the insurance required by the State of 

Washington.  Claims arising out of the use of personal vehicles are the owner’s responsibility. 

 

Smoking 

Smoking privileges shall be determined by each camp in accordance with applicable state and federal law.  The 

Council shall provide for a smoke-free environment in its programs when young people and/or nonsmokers are 

present. 

 

 

Presence on the Site 

 Day Camp staff shall be expected to arrive at camp a minimum of 15 minutes before camp begins and 

shall not leave the site until the campers in their group are safely picked up.  Exact arrival and departure 

times for staff members are designated by the Site Director. 

 Staff members may NOT leave the site during camp hours without the express approval of the Camp 

Site Director. 

 Staff members must notify the Camp Site Director as far in advance as possible if they must be absent 

from camp. 

 

 

Resignation 
The camp staff member shall give a minimum of seven (7) days notice to the Camp Site Director and Day 

Camp Manager, except in the case of an emergency. 

 

 

Dismissal 
A camp staff member may be dismissed by the Site Director if: 

1. Staff are not adequately guarding the health and safety of the campers;  

2. Staff are repeatedly acts without respect or consideration for other persons; 

3. Staff are found, during the time camp is in session, to be using and/or in possession of alcoholic 

beverages and/or drugs which violate the Federal Drug Laws regardless of intent to distribute or 

otherwise;  

4. Staff are found, during the time camp is in session, to be using and/or in possession of Marijuana; 

5. Staff are in possession of illegal drugs and/or alcohol on site at any time;  

6. Staff brings a weapon or other object construed to be a weapon; or makes any threats against other 

persons. 
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DRESSING APPROPRIATELY FOR DAY CAMP 

 

Because Day Camp is a mixed-age activity with young children in attendance, please follow these 

suggestions: 

 

~ Recognize that you are an authority figure and role model to the kids you will be responsible for, so 

make sure your clothing enhances instead of possibly detracts from that image or your effectiveness. 

 

~ Especially for teens and young adult staff, it is important to recognize that parents of young children 

may not be aware of what is commonly worn by young men and women.  What you think is appropriate, 

may not be considered so by the parents of the kids who attend.  Since you want to project an image of 

competence, when they entrust us with their children, you need to dress so they will respect you. 

 

~ If you have doubts about the appropriateness of a garment, feel free to seek advice from the Site 

Director or just err towards the conservative side. 

 

The term “dress code” is misleading because in reality there are very few specific rules you are asked to 

follow.  For the most part you are being asked to USE YOUR BEST JUDGEMENT.  The few actual rules 

are as follows: 

 Close-toed shoes, and close-backed shoes (no flip-flops and no mules) 

 Clothing should not contain profanity, messages encouraging the use of drugs or alcohol, or 

messages which insult others’ ethnicity or other aspect of diversity 

 Tank tops need to have a strap at least two fingers wide (no tube tops) 

 No underwear showing (so guys... if you have a tendency to wear your pants low, hike them up.  

And girls... this includes no bra straps showing, and be wary of low-rise pants.) 

 Shirts should always meet pants (even when you lift your arms) 

 Pants and shorts need to be long enough to cover your bottom (even when you bend over) 

 Certain piercings (Needless to say, some people have a problem with piercings beyond the ears.  

While we don’t ask you to remove all non-ear piercings, we do ask you to exercise judgment 

concerning the piercings you exhibit.  We would appreciate it if tongue piercings were left out 

during camp, and also if you have more than one facial piercing.  Needless to say, bellybuttons 

won’t be showing, so that piercing is not an issue.) 

 Tattoos, unless small and unobtrusive, should be covered. 

 

Again, the central issue is to USE YOUR BEST JUDGEMENT and to have your dress project a positive image 

of yourself and of the Day Camp at which you choose to volunteer. 
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The Work Environment 
 

Working at a summer day camp is a wonderful, unique experience, and will probably be very different from 

anything you’ve done before in your life.   

Make Good Decisions 

It’s easy to get caught up in all of the fun of camp, but please remember that safety for the campers and the staff 

has to be your top priority.  Make good choices with the kids and also in your personal life.  Get enough sleep, 

use your time off wisely, and stay out of trouble.  Every choice you make impacts the kids. 

Role Modeling 

Kids look up to their counselors as friends, mentors and role models. They will follow your example.  Although 

kids today are not strangers to sex, drugs or violence, camp is the one place that kids can be free from those 

influences.  Keep your language, clothing, music and behavior appropriate for kids. 

Solving Problems 

You may find yourself frustrated this summer at a coworker or supervisor.  The best way to solve problems is to 

look for positive, constructive solutions that benefit everyone involved.   Complaining doesn’t solve problems, 

it usually makes them worse.  Talk to your Site Director or a Head Table assistant – they are here to help you. 

Ask For Help 

Your Site Director and your coworkers are all here to help you through camp.  Everyone struggles at times, but 

it’s important to get help when you need it.  Don’t wait until it’s too late.  Even if you have a small problem 

that’s under control, let someone know about it, so they can be there for you if it gets out of hand. 

Be Professional 

Camp Fire has the highest expectations of its volunteers– we expect you to be professional, appropriate, 

enthusiastic, engaged with campers, punctual and to follow the camp rules. 

Stay out of Drama 

There is no escaping that drama that inevitably builds up when nearly 100 people work closely together in one 

place.  We recommend keeping yourself out of drama as much as you can.  You can also help reduce gossip by 

not spreading rumors that you hear. 

Keep Your Personal Life Personal 

Campers (and other staff, for that matter) don’t need to hear about your personal or dating life.  Keep your 

relationships and other personal details to yourself when you’re working.  Try not to let things in your outside 

life affect you while working at camp.  If you have serious issues going on outside of camp that are impacting 

your ability to work, it may be time to move on. 

Take Opportunities for Personal Growth 

Camp is an excellent place to grow and learn about yourself.  Besides the fun of camp, you’ll take away new 

skills in leadership, teaching, working with kids, outdoor activities, team-building, communication and much 

more.  You’ll meet many new people from diverse backgrounds – some of whom will be lifelong friends.  

Camp also teaches staff independence and marketable job skills that will help you in just about anything you do 

in your future career. 
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HOW TO BE A GREAT COUNSELOR 
 

The job duties of a counselor are closely tied to what the campers do and what they need on a daily basis. The 

vast majority of your time will be spent directly supervising campers. Listed below are the top five areas of 

responsibility for a counselor. 

1. Ensure the safety & well-being of each of your campers 

2. Establish behavior standards and enforce these within the group 

3. Create & follow a program plan 

4. Lead or assist in leading camp activities 

5. Guide campers in building healthy & positive life skills 

Ensure Safety & Well-Being 
This is of course your top priority at all times; to ensure that the physical and emotional needs of your campers 

are met. This will include monitoring for safety in every activity they do, ensuring they have enough to eat and 

drink, get treatment if someone is sick or injured, and be conscientious about getting kids their medication on 

time. To establish an emotionally safe environment, counselors must be both firm and compassionate, listen 

respectfully to kids, speak in a positive way, and not allow bullying behaviors to occur. 

Establish & Enforce Behavior Standards 
Rules and structure, when applied in a moderate and fair way, are essential to the overall well-being of children. 

What this means for you is that you must learn to be clear about your expectations for behavior and (at times) 

strict in making sure that kids meet those expectations. 

Create & Follow a Program Plan 
Being able to make decisions about the schedule is empowering for kids, so we intentionally create 

opportunities for kids to be involved in the scheduling. It will take some practice, but you’ll get very good at 

creating a schedule that is fun, innovative, balanced, and age-appropriate, and at keeping your kids engaged in 

the process. 

Lead/Assist with Camp Activities 
Many camp activities are led by specialists, who have been specially trained to do their job, and other activities 

are counselor-led. As an activity leader, you’ll need to know how to teach/lead, or the most useful way you can 

assist while attending a specialist-led activity with your kids. 

Guide Campers in Building Life Skills 
Campers gain much more from the camp experience than just fun times, good memories, and new friends.  

They gain a sense of confidence, pride over their individual achievements and skills for resolving conflict with 

their peers. You have an incredible opportunity to guide kids in learning these new skills, through everyday 

interactions and teachable moments. 
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Emotional Safety 
 

Emotional safety and security comes second only to the most basic physiological needs in terms of importance 

for people, especially kids. In this section, we’ll discuss how creating a safe emotional environment will help 

kids have fun at camp and reduce behavior problems. 

Camper Code of Conduct 
Before coming to camp, all campers are asked to sign the “Camper Code of Conduct”, which is part of the 

camper release form filled out by their parents. The Code is simple, but it reminds kids of what we expect of 

them while at camp. The Code is: 

While at Camp Fire Day Camp, I agree to: 

 Be a responsible member of the camp community 

 Be considerate and respectful of others’ feelings and needs 

 Think in advance about the consequences of my actions 

 Assure my own and others’ safety 

 Resolve differences in a respectful manner 

 Protect the natural environment 

 Commit to honesty 

 Commit to try 

If needed, we can refer back to this Code when a camper is having behavior problems. The camper release 

forms are stored at Head Table/Head camp, you’re Site Director can help you get a copy of the one your camper 

signed for the two of you to review together. Sometimes a camper just needs a brief talk and a reminder that 

they have signed something agreeing to these rules. 

Group Contracts 
These are not only a very good idea; they’re a must for all counselors to do with their campers on the first day 

of camp. Take about 15 minutes to have a conversation with your kids about their expectations for each other 

during the week. Use a large piece of paper, and have someone write down the ideas they come up with. You’ll 

find that most groups will come up with a similar list to the Camper Code of Conduct. At the end, everyone 

signs the paper. You can refer back to it throughout the week when issues start to arise. 

Respect & Positive Language 
From the very beginning, establish the expectation that we only use respectful and positive language at camp. 

This doesn’t mean just not using swear words or put-downs. Avoid using phrases like “this sucks”, “that’s 

stupid”, or “shut up”, because these words don’t facilitate positive or respectful interactions. You don’t have to 

make a big deal out of it, just redirect the conversation or politely ask the camper to find another way to say it. 

Put-downs should never be tolerated, even in jest. 
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“Camp-Appropriate” = CA 
Our language, dress, conversation, and music should always be appropriate for our youngest campers. Staff 

have the responsibility to set an example, but also must be prepared to shut down inappropriateness that comes 

up with the older campers. Older kids may not understand why they have to be appropriate, but you can help 

them understand that younger kids are looking up to them, and they need to be good models. 

 

At times it can be hard to distinguish between what is CA and what is not, so you need to use your best 

judgment. Aim towards the very youngest campers, or think about what you’d see in a G-rated movie. If you’re 

unsure, err on the side of caution or ask a supervisor. 

Model the Behavior You Want to See 
Kids will do what you do, not what you say. Staff have the utmost responsibility to model in their behavior what 

we want campers to do. Keep your tone and language respectful, avoid sarcasm (younger children won’t 

understand it), and use “please” and “thank you” frequently. Treat campers with the respect you want them to 

show each other. Be genuine and honest in your interactions with kids. They pick up on all of these things and, 

because they look up to you, will likely mimic your good behavior. 

Be Aware of the Environment 
Young people, especially campers with certain special needs, are especially sensitive to certain stimuli in the 

environment, such as noise, lights, crowds, and chaos. When you are in situations that could involve lots of 

noise, people, or chaos, take some time to gauge how your campers are doing. They may seem withdrawn or 

anxious, and may not be able to verbalize what’s wrong.  If an activity will be loud or crowded, it’s a good idea 

to have an alternative activity in a quieter location for kids who prefer it. 

Avoid Down Time 
There are lots of times during the day when your campers will be sitting around, waiting in line, or waiting for 

an activity to start. These are times when campers are especially prone to negative behaviors like acting out to 

get attention or bullying. Fill down time with a game, song, conversation, or other simple activity to keep the 

kids distracted and out of trouble. Closely monitor conversation, and be ready to shut down anything 

inappropriate that comes up. 

Campers First 
As camp staff, it’s important to put the campers’ needs first. When supervising and interacting with kids, your 

attention should be on the campers rather than on other staff. Avoid excessive talking/gossiping with staff while 

you are with campers; not only does it not promote an atmosphere of emotional safety, it sets a bad example for 

the kids. 
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Supervision 
 

Supervising campers is about more than just watching to make sure the kids don’t get hurt. The point is to 

ensure both physical and emotional safety, prevent inappropriate behavior, and monitor and address conflicts 

between campers. 

 

Who’s In Charge? 
All staff are responsible for supervision whenever they are around campers, and anyone who spots a problem or 

potential problem should intervene if the need arises. However, counselors bear the greatest responsibility for 

supervision because they are with the group nearly all day. The counselor must be in charge and make the 

majority of decisions for the group. When assigned to a group, LEADs also share in the greater part of 

supervision for the campers. 

 

Specialists may take over supervision of campers during a program activity as dictated by the procedures for 

their area, but counselors must still remain present and vigilant throughout the activity. Counselors should 

handle any behavior issues that arise while at a program area. 

 

The Dos and Don’ts of Supervision 
While in charge of campers, we expect staff to maintain a high level of vigilance, watching and listening for 

problems at all times. This section includes a few particular “dos” and “don’ts” for camper supervision. 

 

Things NOT to do while supervising kids: 

 Leave the group without asking another staff person to take over 

 Read a book 

 Wear headphones 

 Use your phone to text or call 

 Flirt, gossip or talk excessively with other staff 

 Ignore the campers or turn your back on them 

 Any activity which limits your capacity to pay attention to the campers 

 

Things TO do while supervising kids: 

 Ensure all kids are engaged in an activity or conversation 

 Actively participate in the same activity as the kids 

 Stay in a location from which you can see and hear all of your campers 

 Listen and watch for inappropriate behavior or conversation 

 

Things to be careful of: 

 Paperwork: As long as you are still engaged in conversation and paying attention to the group, you can 

complete paperwork (such as food order forms, equipment check out, etc.) while supervising kids. 

 Friendship bracelets, etc.: Simple projects like this can be done while supervising, as long as it’s not to 

the exclusion of your campers. 
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The “How-Tos” of Camper Supervision 
Every camp activity and location is different, so there is no consistent policy for how and when to best 

supervise campers. We trust that counselors can make the best decisions about where they need to be and what 

they need to be doing in order to effectively supervise their kids. The following are a few points to keep in 

mind: 

 Location/Proximity:  Be aware of your location in relation to the campers. Can you see all of the 

campers? Are you close enough to intervene if necessary? 

 Listening:  Can you hear all of your campers’ conversation? Are you listening for key words that might 

indicate a problem? Are you listening to the tone of their voice as well as the content? 

 Intervention:  How will you respond if intervention is necessary? What will you say to end a 

conversation or divert behavior? How can you prevent a problem before it occurs? 

 Getting Help:  At what point should you seek help from another staff member or your Site Director? 

How will you get assistance without leaving your campers? 

Supervision Throughout the Day 
Certain times of day and specific activities tend to create opportunities for behavior problems to occur more 

than others. These tend to be the unstructured times, such as transitioning or walking between activities, during 

meals, or waiting in line. Counselors must be extra vigilant during this time, or incorporate techniques to 

prevent bad behavior. 

Transitions & Waiting 

There will be downtime while campers are waiting for activities, walking from one place to another or in the 

rare event that an activity is cancelled. The second half of the lunch hour is a good example of unstructured 

waiting time. Counselors need to remain present and engaged with their campers during this time. Lead songs, 

introduce riddles or low-key activities as a way to divert negative behavior. Pay close attention to the ideas 

suggested in the “Instant Programming” section of this manual. 

Meals 
Bad behavior can occur during meals, especially if they are done eating and waiting for everyone else to finish. 

Bullying can easily occur where there is a lot of noise, and the counselor’s attention may be diverted elsewhere. 

Whenever possible, two staff should sit with campers to help engage kids in conversation. Put potential problem 

campers next to you or the other staff person. Learn some simple games or activities that can be led with the 

group to keep them engaged during meals. 
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HOW TO BE A GREAT SPECIALIST 

 

Our goal is to build the best possible relationships between you and the group counselors and other staff who 

will be coming to your program area to work with you.  This section will give you steps and tips to follow that 

will help you build and maintain this Partnership. 
 

Step 1: Set up for success 

Establish a Ready Spot – this is a place a short distance from the actual activity area where staff and campers 

can wait until their session begins. 

 Mark this Ready Spot with a sign, safety cone, table, etc. 

 It prevents newcomers from interrupting the conclusion of the current activity period 

 It gives us time to clean up a bit from the last session 

 It allows at least a minute or so to take a break 

 It provides a few moments to evaluate what happened in the last session 

 It helps to establish who is the “head partner” in this area 

 It creates in the campers some feeling of anticipation 

 It allows a creative, organized opening to the activity 

 It provides a moment to communicate with the staff who bring the children 

 You can also use this area to help teach, motivate, and get campers ready to participate 

o Examples: 

 Put up pictures of famous people in this activity field (Olympic athletes, famous artists, 

etc.) You can talk about these people when you greet the campers 

 Post two pictures of people doing something in your activity with a sign next to them that 

says: “Which of these two pictures shows the best way to do this? Why?” 

 Or one picture, with the sign: “What’s wrong with this picture?” “What’s great in this 

picture?” 

 Question or Trivia of the Day 

 

Step 2: Prepare by figuring out what you want staff to do 

Ask yourself: What is our instructional goal for the campers? and What specific tasks do we want staff to do to 

help us accomplish this goal? 

 

What is our instructional goal for the campers? – This has to be really specific.  What specific thing(s) do we 

want the campers to be able to do or do better when the session is complete? 

 This goal is best when we ask these questions about it: 

o Is what we are teaching challenging enough? (Success has to be accessible, but we don’t want to 

have them do things they already know how to do. We want them to learn and stretch! Campers 

have reported in national surveys that they are much more motivated when they are appropriately 

challenged.) 

o How does learning this support the mission of our camp? Are there skills for life (e.g. 

persistence, patience, caring, relationship-building, communication, and others) that we can 

focus on while teaching this activity? 

 

What specific tasks do we want staff to do to help us accomplish this goal? – The secret to success here is that 

we must make these “Partner Tasks” Meaningful! 

 Put yourself in their place; what kinds of things do you feel would be worth doing and respectful to the 

value you can contribute (as opposed to menial tasks that anyone could do) 

 As you work with each staff person over time, it is wonderful if you have the opportunity to learn in 

quick conversation what kinds of things are most motivating for them to do. You can use this 
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information when figuring out how they can use their talents and interests to contribute as a member of 

the team. 
 

Step 3: Communicate 

Please do the following as each session begins 

1. Walk to the Get Ready Spot 

2. Greet everyone 

3. Now greet the staff person(s) individually and with enthusiasm; if we don’t model some energy at this 

important moment, we can’t complain five minutes from now that people are not enthused to work with 

us 

a. Look them in the eyes 

b. Shake their hands 

c. Tell them it is good to see them and thank them for their help today 

4. Then immediately greet the campers with enthusiasm 

5.  Begin to walk to the activity area with the campers and their accompanying staff, but walk alongside 

the staff person 

a. A few seconds of small talk; now do two quick things 

i. Give the staff person(s) a quick one or two sentence summary of the instructional goal, 

i.e. the specific skill targets for this session 

1. Example: “This project is going to require some fine motor skills. So we’re going 

to need to help them with cutting and knot tying.” 

2. Example: “We are going to focus on patience. So we’re going to talk to them a lot 

about hanging in there even when things don’t work right the first time.” 

ii. Then quickly tell the staff person(s) about the Partner Tasks that you want them to do 

1. You don’t have to explain all of this or give detail yet about how to do it 

2. Just say a few sentences and then add, “I’ll explain more in a moment.” 

3. Just provide a quick “headline” 

iii. Caution – Watch your delivery.  Don’t sound bossy. Remember the desired relationship 

we are trying to build and nourish. 

1. Example: “Flower, this art project is going to take a lot of patience. So we’re 

going to want to notice and talk about things like going slowly, taking things a 

step at a time, taking their time, and so on. I’ll be doing this with you as we both 

walk around the table. You and I are going to help them build some great 

patience today!” 

b. When we can, it’s great to give them choices. Example: “Would you prefer to work with the 

advanced kids or the ones who are going to need more help?” 

 

Step 4: Assertive Positioning 

At the beginning of the session be very specific about where you want the staff person(s) to sit or stand.  Goal: 

we want them to be in the center of the action, right away. If you do this, you won’t have to complain about 

them sitting way in the back talking to each other. 

Examples: 

1. As campers sit at a table or circle up, indicate a specific seat or spot in the circle in the midst of the kids, 

and say to the staff person(s), “And we’ve got a place right here for you, thank you…” (in other words, 

tell them exactly where you want them to sit). 

2. Sometimes you might want them to sit next to you; other times you might find it useful to have them sit 

directly across from you. 

a. This allows them to help lead from “within” the group and model participation through their own 

behavior 

b. It also makes it easy to speak directly to the staff as you are looking at and speaking to campers. 
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Step 5: Guide the staff while talking to the campers 

From the very beginning of the activity, speak frequently and directly to the staff person(s) as well as the 

campers. [One of the main reasons that staff don’t help is because we are leaving them out by not including 

them when we address the group] 

 

There’s not enough time before the activity to tell the staff everything we want them to do and how to be an 

effective coach. The secret is that we can provide a lot of this guidance and direction to staff while we’re 

instructing campers. 

 

Example: 

“We’re going to each need to tear about 20 strips of these colored tapes for this art project. Now I don’t know if 

you knew this, but your counselor Button happens to have won—not just once, but twice—a gold Olympic 

medal in tape tearing. They probably never told you. That’s because they are very modest. I’m going to have 

Tara come up and tear with me. See how they hold their first fingers and thumbs close together? That’s what 

gets the award-winning tear. Tara is going to walk around the table and what Tara will be reminding you about 

is going slowly and keeping those thumbs and fingers together, just like we showed you. And I can help. Button 

will start on this side of the table and I will start on the other one here…” 

 

Please note that in the above example, we told the staff person: 

a) Exactly where to stand 

b) What to do and say 

c) How to help by doing something meaningful that is in his ability range 

d) How to support our service to the campers by giving individual attention that is hard for us to provide all 

by ourselves 

 

Waiting is our Enemy 

If you have an activity where campers have to wait a while for a turn; set up an area in which these campers can 

do something fun and valuable during their wait. This can be a great use of some staff if this waiting activity 

requires some active leadership. 

 

The best such activities prepare the campers for excellence in your activity area 

Example: at archery, a Staff could have kids do something that develops eye-hand coordination and 

aiming skills, like a bean bag toss, or building the tallest possible block tower and then knocking it down 

from a challenging distance. 

 

Handling Resistance: Communication about undesired staff behavior 

 The importance of positive communication 

1. Please don’t speak to staff about their behavior only if disappointing 

2. Notice if they are being helpful and provide positive feedback to show that this behavior is 

highly valued 

 

 Never ignore undesired behavior 

1. If staff are not pulling their weight or responding positively to your communication about 

teamwork, act as quickly as possible 

2. It is not OK for you to inform us (or for us to observe) towards the end of the week that you have 

staff who are not collaborating and contributing to the best of their ability. 

a) If you need help, we will provide it and support you 

3. Some staff will test your credibility and this is going to happen in the very first session as they 

decide whether they really have to work hard and professionally contribute in your area or not 
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 If there is a problem, try to work it out with them directly. 

o Be respectful and remember the type of relationship we want to promote.   

o A brief private conversation is one way to be respectful instead of correcting in front of the 

whole group. 

 

 These are great phrases to use when speaking to staff who are not performing as expected 

o “It would be really helpful if you would do XYZ now. I’d appreciate it.” 

o (Eye roll) response: “It looks like you don’t like what I’ve asked you to do. If that’s the case, you 

have to tell me about that right away so we can talk about it and get it solved.” 

o (If they say they don’t know what to do or why they should do it) “Then I need you to talk to me 

about that right away so you and I can decide how we can best serve our campers.” 

o “If you have questions about what to do or how to do it, that’s always OK. But not doing it is not 

an option.” 

o “I’ve asked you to do XYZ and you’re not doing it. Can you tell me what’s getting in the way of 

this?” 

o “This isn’t working. I want this to work for us and for our campers. How do you suggest we 

solve this?” 

o “If the two of us can’t solve this, then we have to get other involved to help because the problem 

has to be solved, and right away." This is a good transition to explain to the staff person that you 

will be speaking to the Site Director to get ideas for other options or to invite her/him to speak to 

the staff person with whom you are working. 

 

 
© 1998-‘99, 2005, ’12, ‘14 by Michael Brandwein / All Rights Reserved / 847-940-9820 
mail@michaelbrandwein.com / Facebook = michael brandwein speaker 
Individual camps may copy and distribute this handout to their staff for educational purposes if this entire five line notice is included on the copy. 
Any other use, reproduction, storage, distribution, or transmission, in any form, or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, putting it 
on the Internet, or otherwise) is prohibited by law without the prior written permission of the copyright owner. Thank you! 
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Behavior Management 
 

So far we’ve discussed lots of ways to prevent bad behavior, but the reality is that the behavior will happen 

anyway, despite your best efforts. So this section is dedicated to giving you the resources to redirect and stop 

the undesired behavior.  
 

The Camp Fire philosophy of behavior management builds on a child’s need to develop a sense of self-worth.  

To promote this sense of self-worth, Camp Fire programs are carefully planned according to national standards 

to foster positive behavior. 

 

To accomplish this: 

 Campers are involved in rule-setting and help determine the consequences for misbehavior. 

 The Day Camp Program and its activities are set up to promote positive interaction among campers. 

 Staff encourages campers to learn how to solve problems and settle differences among themselves. 

 Staff tries to understand the underlying causes of the behavior. 

 All disciplinary efforts are based on these practices. 

 

When a camper’s behavior creates a risk for the physical health and/or safety of another camper or of a staff 

member, the following procedures shall be followed: 

1. The camper is separated from the problem activity or situation.  Staff help the camper rejoin the group 

when they are ready. 

2. The staff member listens to the camper and discusses the consequences of further inappropriate 

behavior. 

3. Repeated misbehavior will be addressed in a discussion of the inappropriate behavior between the 

camp’s Site Director and the camper’s guardian/parent.  This discussion may occur over the telephone or 

within a face-to-face conference. 

4. The guardian/parent, camper, and camp’s Site Director agree to a plan that will improve the behavior.  If 

the agreed upon plan does not result in appropriate day camp behavior, the camp’s Site Director reserves 

the right of suspension from or termination of program privileges. 
 

Hard to Soft 
Most staff want campers to like them – it is easy to fall into the trap of letting the rules slide so that the kids will 

like you. However, kids will like and respect you more in the long run if you are firm (not mean) about the rules 

right from the beginning. Kids will try to test your boundaries. Set clear boundaries and expectations right up 

front. The hard to soft rule says you should be firm at the beginning to enforce the structure, then you can 

loosen up (somewhat) as you get to know the campers better. 

Money in the Bank 
This concept is all about building rapport with kids, then using that rapport as leverage later on to shut down 

negative behavior. Imagine each of your campers has his or her own piggy bank. Every time you do something 

to build rapport with that camper (one-on-one conversation, ask them about themselves, help them out with 

something, listen while they talk to you), you put money into that piggy bank. When you reprimand a child or 

ask him to do something he doesn’t want to do, you withdraw some of that money. Now imagine trying to 

reprimand that child if you have not developed any rapport – it’s like trying to withdraw money when there is 

none. No rapport means no credibility – they don’t have any reason to listen to you. 

 

Does this seem contrary to the Hard to Soft concept? Not at all, you can be firm and clear with rules without 

being mean and with very little reprimanding. And it’s much easier to develop rapport at the beginning before 

you have had to lay down the law too many times. 
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Pick Your Battles 
Not every negative behavior needs to be corrected.  Ask yourself whether the behavior is harmful to the child or 

to others, or whether it’s simply annoying. Some behaviors may be acceptable if they are not detrimental to 

anyone. If you are too nit-picky about the little things, you will have no credibility left when it comes to more 

serious behaviors. 

 

Bad behavior is often about attention-seeking. Kids naturally seek attention, and will get it in any form they can. 

If you are offering positive attention (for doing things worth praising) the child will continue to seek that 

positive attention. If they don’t get positive attention from you, they will likely act out in order to seek negative 

attention. That’s why ignoring bad behavior (when you can do so safely) is more effective than reacting to 

everything. 

Praise Positive Behavior 
Whenever you see a camper doing something good, be sure to praise them. Be specific and genuine in your 

praise. Kids usually want to do well, and they will respond to praise by doing the good thing even more. See 

above – positive attention is more valued than negative attention. 

Stay Calm 
Above all, in dealing with camper behavior, you must be the one to stay calm and rational. Although you may 

be tired, frustrated, or even overwhelmed, it will not improve the situation if you show that to the kids. Be firm 

without being mean or showing anger. Use a calm and clear voice. Avoid getting emotional. Kids will pick up 

on your demeanor and eventually will calm down themselves. 

Firm, Fair, Clear, Consistent 
These are the four basic tenets of effective discipline. However you choose to implement discipline with your 

group, remember these four principles: 

 Firm:  Be firm and unwavering in addressing the issue with a camper. You can be firm without being 

mean. Do not back down from your stance, or the child will have learned that they can get away with the 

behavior. 

 Fair:  Make sure your behavior expectations are reasonable. Do not expect the same behavior from a 6 

year old as from a 13 year old. Treat all campers equally; if you correct the behavior in one child, you 

must do so for all of them. 

 Clear:  Be clear and specific about the behavior you want (or don’t want) to see. Clearly state that such-

and-such behavior is not acceptable at camp. Make sure the camper knows what consequences will 

occur if the behavior continues. 

 Consistent: Treat every similar situation exactly the same. Do not correct a behavior one time but allow 

it another. Make sure your expectations are always the same and follow through on the rules every time. 

Escalation 
A camper’s behavior will often start small and escalate if not addressed early on. Choose a response that is 

appropriate to the situation. A minor infraction (such as leaving the group without telling you) should be treated 

differently than a major one (a threat to another camper). As the behavior escalates, your response and the 

consequences should also escalate. 
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Appropriate Consequences 
In many cases, you will need to implement consequences if the behavior is not changing or if it is escalating. 

Consequences should be implemented gradually, as the behavior gets more serious, and should be related to the 

behavior. These are the consequences that staff may utilize with campers: 

 Verbal warning 

 One-on-one conversation with the counselor 

 Time out away from the group 

 Loss of a privilege, activity, or special treat 

 Other consequences related to the situation, such as cleaning up a mess they made 

If these consequences are not effective, the Site Director may assist with implementing one of the following: 

 Written behavior agreement (contract) between the camper and counselor 

 Phone call home to the parent(s) 

As a last resort, if all other tactics have failed, a camper may be sent home. 

Follow-Through 
Discipline is only effective if you follow through with what you say you’ll do. Children test boundaries all the 

time, to see if you will really apply a consequence. If you state a consequence for a specific behavior but don’t 

follow through when the camper acts up, then you have no credibility, and they have no reason to listen to you 

the next time. 

Corporal Punishment Policy 
We never use corporal punishment to discipline a camper, nor allow others to do so. Corporal punishment 

includes hitting, slapping, spanking, denying food or sleep, imposing physical punishment like push-ups, 

neglect or confinement, hazing, embarrassing activities, pranks, or in any way compromising a child’s physical 

or emotional safety. These things constitute abuse which is against the law. 
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PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES TO PROTECT YOUR CAMPERS 

Your number one priority is to keep the campers safe! 
 

Group Home and Activity Area Boundaries 

Group home and activity area boundaries are the defined areas in which a camper may move freely.  IT IS 

IMPORTANT THAT BOUNDARIES ARE ESTABLISHED FROM THE START!   

 

Every camper in the group should know where the boundaries are and know that they may move freely within 

this area but must have permission from her/his counselor to go outside the boundaries and must always have 

someone with her/him when leaving the home or activity area boundaries. 

 

 

Stay With the Group 
It is important to emphasize to your group the importance of staying together.  Campers should not wander or 

join other groups.  As the counselor, teen counselor, or assisting LEAD staff, you are responsible for the kids in 

your group and it is essential to know their whereabouts always.  No group of campers should ever be left 

unsupervised. 

 

 

Buddy System 
Whenever a camper leaves the group’s home or activity boundaries, they should take a buddy or partner.  Staff 

should never be alone with one camper; staff must always be in the company of at least two campers. 

 

 

Attendance 
1. All campers will be signed into camp. 

2. In the morning, take attendance.  It is important to have a written record of who showed up to camp and 

to account for absences.  Turn in attendance sheet to head table or head camp before the first activity. 

3. Throughout the day it is helpful to perform frequent headcounts to make sure everybody is still together 

before moving on to other activities. 

4. At the end of the day, check kids out by having the person who is there to pick them up sign the Camper 

Release Form.  Check ID every day.  Do not feel bad about asking for ID every time.  This is how we 

ensure that kids are going home with a safe person. 

5. Some kids may have a note on their Camper Release Form concerning a specific person who is NOT 

allowed to pick up the child.  It is important to be aware and vigilant of these situations. 

 

 

Early Departure 
If a camper wishes to leave early, written permission must come from a parent or guardian. The written 

permission should indicate the time of departure and the name of person authorized to pick the camper up.  The 

camper must report to the Camp Director and be picked up at camp headquarters.  Identification of the 

authorized party will be confirmed at the time of the pickup. 

 

 

Visitors 

All visitors must check in at headquarters to receive a camp tie indicating they have approval for a visit. 
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Protecting Your Campers from Non-Camp People 

 Make certain that campers know that they are to talk only with teens and adults who are wearing staff 

ties.  Point out that we have to be careful with everyone that we don’t know well. 

 If one camper gets separated from the group, tell them to go to the head table, or if they can’t find head 

table, then to find someone with a camp tie on. 

 If a camper gets approached by a person who makes them feel uncomfortable, instruct the camper to yell 

at the top of their lungs and to run.  (Let them practice yelling!)  The camper needs to tell you at once, 

and then you are to report the incident immediately to the Site Director. 

 Remind your campers never to take anything from a member of the public – candy, pets, toys, 

equipment, a CD, or anything that may be offered. 

 Remind your campers that adults help adults.  So, if an adult asks a kid for help, tell them to ask a day 

camp adult to help. 
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SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, STANDARDS, AND PROCEDURES 
 

First Aid or Illness 
In case of injury, insect sting (bee, wasp, etc.) or signs of illness immediately have the person concerned report 

to the Health Manager or the designated First Aid staff.  Should an accident occur wherein moving the victim is 

questionable, the counselor should stay with the injured person and send others from the group to the camp 

Health Manager/First Aid staff. 

 

 

Medications 
Any medication accompanying persons (campers and staff) attending Day Camp must be turned in to the Health 

Manager or First Aid staff.  Medications must be in the original prescription container.  Complete written 

instructions signed by guardian/parent are to accompany over-the-counter/non-prescription meds.  Medicine 

will be administered ONLY by or under the direction of the Health Manager/First Aid staff.  The Health 

Manager will permit medication for acute needs to be kept with its owner for such medical needs as asthma or 

acute allergies. 

 

 

Health History 
Every person on site must have a completed health history form, which is part of the registration form, on file 

with the Health Manager or First Aid staff.  The Health Manager/First Aid staff should make counselors aware 

of any camper health conditions or limitations which might affect regular camp activities. 

 

 

Equipment and Supplies 
Equipment and supplies are usually distributed by the Equipment Supervisor.  Give as much advance notice as 

possible of your groups equipment/supply needs.  They will try to obtain these items for you.  To learn what is 

available and how to sign up for its use, check with the Equipment Supervisor or their staff. 

 

 

Fires 
1. Participants will attend fire safety training before they are permitted to build a fire. 

2. Fires should only be built in designated locations. 

3. Never use liquid fire starters, such as lighter fluid or Colman fuel. 

4. All fires will have a shovel and bucket of water nearby from the start. 

5. Fires are never left unattended. 

 

 

Bathrooms 
The adult in charge is responsible for keeping the group together, paying extra attention to safety in parking 

lots, public restrooms, and crowded places.  When using the restrooms or changing room at a public facility, the 

supervisor must check the room before the youth enters to assess the area and any individuals who may be 

present.  The adult is required to wait outside the restroom our changing facility until all youth are finished. 

 

The right to privacy should be respected for all members.  Protect boys’ and girls’ privacy by providing places 

for them separately to change clothes, and for adults to change clothes without children present.   

 

 

Water 
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT!  Only water from the camp’s approved supply may be used.  Use of an approved 

water supply applies to drinking and cooking. 
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Safety Basics 
1. The counselor should be aware of all site hazards and should inform and enforce the necessary safety 

precautions for the campers.   

2. No group of campers should be left unsupervised at any time. 

3. The counselor should review with campers the safety rules for each of the activities in which they 

engage. 

4. The counselor shall review with campers the fire and disaster procedure. 

5. All participants must wear close-toed shoes at all times to protect their feet, even when on a beach. 

6. The counselor should make sure that campers wash their hands prior to handling food and after going to 

the bathroom.  Food should be kept covered when not in use, and never left unattended. 

7. The counselor will retain possession of permission slips and medical histories for each camper when 

going on an extended off-site trip during which contact with the camp Health Manager is not feasible. 

8. Staff should always be with two or more campers, or in plain view of others. 

9. Any sort of dangerous materials (needles, glass, condoms) should be reported to the Site Director for 

proper safe disposal.  Do not pick them up yourself. 
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Emergency Procedures 

Emergency Siren or Air horn 
The siren/air horn is used for emergencies, drills and for accounting for all people in camp.  It is located at head 

table/ head camp and can be heard most places in main camp. 

 Long continuous blast (1 full minute):  Indicates a fire or other emergency.  All campers and staff 

gather at the designated muster area and the Emergency Crew reports to a predetermined location. 

Gathering for Emergencies 
When the siren sounds all campers and staff will report to the muster area to be accounted for.  Typically we 

gather at the morning assembly area; if the morning assembly is not safe, everyone will be directed to a safe 

location by the emergency crew.  Staff will organize campers by group, and have campers line up with staff at 

the front of the line.  When an entire group is present, they sit down to indicate they are all there.  An 

Emergency crew member will have a list of all groups and staff and account for people as they arrive. 

 

The siren cannot always be heard in some locations. Groups who are out of main camp will be contacted via the 

Head counselor’s cell phone to be informed of the emergency. 

Emergency Drills 
At least once per session, on the first day, we will conduct an emergency drill so that everyone hears the siren 

and knows where to meet.  The Emergency Crew will use this time to rehearse various emergency scenarios and 

rescue procedures. 

Emergency Crew 
A select group of camp staff will be assigned to the Emergency Crew.  They are typically specialists, or other 

staff who do not directly supervise campers, who are able to respond quickly in case of an emergency.  The 

Emergency Crew will practice several response procedures including putting out fires, finding missing campers, 

or assisting with a waterfront emergency.  During each emergency drill, the Emergency Crew will be directed to 

meet at a specific location to practice one of these situations.  In a real emergency, the Emergency Crew would 

be the first people called to assist with the situation. 

Emergency Response Procedures 
In any emergency situation, the immediate priorities are: 

 Remove the campers and staff from immediate danger 

 Account for all campers and staff 

 Get help 

 Attend to any injuries 

 Stay calm, and reassure campers that help is on the way 

 

The Site Director(s) and/or the Assistant Site Director will respond immediately to assist you.  In an emergency 

situation, the Site Director or a designated Assistant Site Director is in charge, unless the emergency procedures 

state otherwise. 
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Getting Help 
In any emergency, one of the first priorities will be getting help. Use whichever means of getting help will be 

the quickest: 

 Use a radio if you have one. If you’re not sure who to ask for, call the Site Director. 

 Call the Site Director’s cell phone. If no one answers, leave a message and start calling the other camp 

emergency numbers (Day Camp Manager’s cell phone, office phone) until you reach someone. 

 Send a runner to find a radio, cell phone, or person in charge. One staff member should always stay with 

the campers. If another staff member is not present, a responsible camper may be sent with clear 

instructions on where to go. 

 Call EMS (9-1-1). Keep in mind that contacting camp staff will get help to you faster than calling EMS. 

Call 9-1-1 only if: 

o You have an offsite medical emergency (then call camp immediately afterward) 

o There is an active shooter 

o You cannot reach anyone else by phone, radio, or runner 

Active Shooter/Violent Intruder 
Do not approach or engage a violent intruder. Instruct campers and others in the vicinity to run away from the 

intruder, and keep running as long as possible. If running is not an option, hide in a protected area (behind 

buildings, rocks or trees if possible) and stay hidden until someone you know gives an all-clear signal. If 

possible, call 911 to give your location and a description of the situation. After a period of time has passed (at 

least an hour), continue walking away from where the intruder was, and seek help from a house neighboring 

camp’s property. After the emergency has ended, any campers who are with you should stay together until 

everyone can return to camp and be accounted for. 

 

In a violent intruder scenario, camp administrators will attempt to contact all staff by cell phone as soon as 

possible and give instructions on what to do, and when it is safe to return to camp. 

Lost or Missing Persons 
Gather your group together, then ask the campers if they have seen the person. One staff should stay with the 

campers while another searches the immediate area, including the most logical places – the bathroom or 

recently visited activity area.  If the camper is not found in a short period of time, ask for help from any staff 

who is not directly responsible for campers. The Site Director or an Assistant Site Director should be notified, 

and they will be in charge of the search until the camper is found. Available staff in the vicinity and the 

Emergency Crew will be recruited to start searching in an organized manner. 

Earthquake 

In an earthquake, immediately “duck and cover” so you are not hit by falling objects.  In most cases, stay where 

you are until the shaking stops. 

 If you are indoors:  Stay indoors.  Get under a sturdy table or counter. 

 If you are outdoors:  Stay outdoors and away from buildings or other structures that could fall. 

 

When the shaking stops, immediately gather all campers and then go to the muster area where we will account 

for everyone.  Do not go into any buildings until they have been inspected, as they could have become unstable.  

Staff are responsible for calming and reassuring campers, and identifying if anyone needs medical attention.  If 

someone is trapped, do not attempt to rescue them, but send someone for help immediately. 
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Landslide 
Move campers and staff out of an area where a recent landslide has occurred.  Do not go across it or stay below 

it.  Report the slide immediately to the Site Director.  The emergency siren may be used to gather and account 

for everyone.  If someone is trapped, do not attempt to rescue them if it puts yourself in danger, but send 

someone for help immediately. 

High Winds 

Some outdoor activities may be cancelled if high winds are predicted in our area. Stay out of the woods, and 

avoid being near trees or power lines.  

Lightning 
Some outdoor activities may be cancelled if lightning occurs nearby. If you spot lightning, take the following 

precautions: 

 If you can hear thunder, you are close enough to the storm to be struck by lightning. 

 Move to a sturdy building.  Do not take shelter in small sheds, or under isolated trees.  

 If lightning is occurring and a sturdy shelter is not available, get inside a hard-top vehicle and keep the 

windows up. 

 Get out of boats and move away from water. 

 Do not take a bath or shower. 

 Avoid using the telephone or any electrical appliances.  Telephone lines and metal pipes can conduct 

electricity. 

 If you feel your skin tingle or your hair stand on end, squat low to the ground on the balls of your feet.  

Place your hands on your knees with your head between them.  Make yourself the smallest target 

possible and minimize your contact with the ground.   

 If you are in the woods, take shelter under the shorter trees. 

 If possible, find a low spot away from trees, fences, and poles.  Make sure the place you pick is not 

subject to flooding. 

 If flooding is possible, get to higher ground.  Do not attempt to drive out of a flooding area.   

 

Day Camp locations with no indoor program space: camp will be canceled for that day. 

 

Day Camp locations with indoor program space may resume outdoor activities if no lightning has been 

observed for at least 30 minutes. 

Fire in/near a Building or Shelter 
If small, the fire can be put out with a fire extinguisher. Turn off the heat source or unplug the stove/burner.  

Use a lid to cover and suffocate a fire in a pan. Do not use water to put out a fire involving wax, oil, or gasoline.  

Move everyone out of the area until you are certain the fire is out. 

 

For a large fire, do not attempt to put it out.  Stay low to the floor, cover nose and mouth with a shirt, and 

evacuate the building.  One staff should stay with the campers to keep them calm and out of the area; another 

staff should get help immediately.  The Site Director will call 9-1-1 and sound the emergency siren to account 

for everyone.  The Emergency Crew may assist by using hoses to protect nearby structures until the fire 

department arrives. 
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Fire in the Woods 

If small, extinguish the fire with a shovel, water, sand, or dirt.  If it catches to nearby brush, do not attempt to 

extinguish the fire. Evacuate the staff and campers to the nearest road, and send one staff member to get help.  

The Site Director will call 9-1-1 and sound the emergency siren to account for everyone.  The Emergency Crew 

will assist in putting out the fire only if it is safe to do so.  In an extreme situation, campers and staff may be 

evacuated under the direction of the Site Director.   

Falling Tree or Limbs 
Run clear of the falling debris immediately.  Do not attempt to crawl over or under a fallen tree unless it has 

clearly stabilized.  Do not stand on the root balls of uprooted trees – they can be extremely dangerous.  Account 

for all people and move campers out of the vicinity.  Report the fallen tree to the Site Director immediately. 

Medical Emergency 

In a medical emergency, send a staff or responsible camper for help immediately.  If another staff is available, 

get the other campers out of the area and keep them reassured.  Call or radio for health care staff, and tell them 

your specific emergency and location.  Perform first aid or CPR to the extent of your training until someone 

arrives to take over.  Follow instructions from the health care staff via radio or phone until they arrive.  The 

health care staff, Site Director or Assistant Site Director will determine when it’s appropriate to call 9-1-1.  

Staff will be asked to ensure camper safety and supervision, and assist with keeping the area clear until EMS 

arrives. 

Waterfront Emergency 
All waterfront staff, certified lifeguards, and the Emergency Crew will respond to the waterfront to assist in a 

drowning or other waterfront emergency. The siren will be sounded to account for everyone. The Waterfront 

Coordinator is in charge in a waterfront emergency, and will direct the search for a person in the water.  The 

health care staff will respond to attend to any injuries. 

Downed Power Lines 
Do not touch or approach power lines that are dangling or on the ground. Keep everyone away from the area 

until the maintenance staff can turn off the power and assess the problem. If you find a downed power line, 

immediately contact the Site Director. 

Reporting Emergencies 
All emergency situations and major illnesses, injuries and accidents must be reported, both for Camp Fire’s 

internal use to prevent future problems, and for our insurance company.  In addition, any suspected instances of 

child abuse must be reported to Child Protective Services. 

Accident/Incident Report 
The Accident/Incident Report Form is used to record all major illnesses, injuries, and other major situations that 

occur at camp.  The Site Director will determine whether a situation requires the form to be completed.  

Child Abuse Reporting 
Any instance of abuse or suspected abuse must be reported to Child Protective Services.  All staff that works at 

camp is mandated reporters, meaning you are legally obligated to make a report if you see, hear of, or otherwise 

suspect a camper is experiencing or has experienced current or past abuse. Tell your Site Director if you suspect 

an instance of child abuse, and they will help guide you through the process.
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HARRASSMENT-FREE ENVIRONMENT 
 

Purpose 
In order to provide an environment that respects the dignity of all persons and to provide an environment that is 

free from intimidation or hostile or offensive behavior, Camp Fire strongly disapproves of and will not tolerate 

harassment by or of staff or youth.  Camp Fire is committed to providing an environment that is free from 

harassment of any kind including but not limited to harassment based on sex, gender, race, creed, religion, 

national origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, mental or physical ability, marital status, medical condition, or 

veteran status. 

 

Defining Harassment 
The defining parameters of unlawful harassment established in Title VII of the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 

include, but are not limited to, unwelcome racial, ethnic, religious or sexually oriented conduct, intentional or 

unintentional unwelcome verbal comments, jokes or comments of a sexual nature, physical sexual advances, 

and/or unnecessary physical contact. 

 

Often harassing behavior is described in order to arrive at a definition of harassment.  To harass is to engage in 

an incident or pattern of unwanted or unwelcomed conduct related to an actual, perceived or insinuated personal 

characteristic (i.e. race, gender, religion, sexual orientation) that is hostile, intimidating, offensive, insulting, 

discomforting, disturbing, tormenting or humiliating.  As such, harassment creates an intimidating, 

uncomfortable, hostile and/or offensive environment. 

 

Types of Harassment 
Harassment is usually classified according to the type of offending conduct: verbal, physical, and non-verbal. 

 

Verbal harassment includes offensive language and jokes and/or inappropriate comments about a person’s 

body/appearance.  Physical harassment is unwanted physical contact – touching, holding, grabbing.  Non-

verbal harassment involves circulating or displaying degrading or offensive materials – pictures, cartoons, 

letters; using offensive gestures and/or staring at a person’s body. 

 

The Case of Sexual Harassment 
Sexual harassment is defined as unwanted sexual advances and/or visual, verbal, or physical conduct of a sexual 

nature. 

 

This includes, but is not limited to: 

 Unwelcome sexual advances 

 Requests for sexual favors 

 Verbal, visual or physical conduct of a sexual nature, which has the purpose or effect of interfering 

unreasonably with an individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive 

environment.  
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Harassment Reporting and Complaint Procedures 
 

Council Policy on Sexual Harassment 
It is Council policy that all employees have a right to work in an environment free of discrimination, which 

encompasses freedom from sexual harassment. Central Puget Sound Council of Camp Fire prohibits sexual 

harassment of its volunteers, employees, and youth in any form. 

 

Such conduct may result in disciplinary action up to and including dismissal.  Specifically, no supervisor shall 

threaten or insinuate either explicitly or implicitly that any employee’s or volunteer’s submission to or rejection 

of sexual advances will in any way influence any personnel decision regarding that volunteer’s or employee’s 

employment, evaluation, wages, advancement, assigned duties, shifts or any other condition of employment. 

 

Other sexually harassing conduct in the workplace, whether physical or verbal, committed by supervisors or 

non-supervisory personnel is also prohibited.  This can include repeated offensive sexual flirtation, advances, 

propositions, continual or repeated abuse of a sexual nature, graphic verbal commentary about an individual’s 

body, sexually degrading words to describe an individual and the display in the workplace of sexually 

suggestive objects or pictures. 
 

Council Complaint Procedure 
Volunteers and employees should keep in mind that a charge of harassment or sexual harassment is a very serious matter.  

Any situation that possibly involves such a charge should be treated with the strictest confidentiality and should not be 

discussed with coworkers.  Rather, those who believe themselves to be the victims of sexual harassment on the job shall 

follow the procedures listed below. 

Step One:  The volunteer or employee should express displeasure clearly to the harasser.  This first step is vital.  It is 

important that the person making the complaint be certain that they are not misinterpreting the words or 

actions of another. 

Step Two:  Any volunteer, employee, or youth who believes that they have been harassed should report the alleged act 

immediately.  Camp Fire will not tolerate any form of intimidation, retaliation, interference or 

discrimination for filing a claim or assisting in an investigation.  Volunteers and youth will be protected 

from intimidation, retaliation, interference and discrimination in their reporting and assistance.   

 

Claims should be made in one of two ways: 

1. Write down the details of the complaint and submit the written document to the Day Camp Site Director, a Camp 

Fire staff member, or the Council Day Camp Coordinator. 

2. A volunteer or youth may also verbally report an incident of alleged harassment to one of the above-mentioned 

parties. 

 

Should the harasser be the volunteer’s or employee’s own supervisor, or if the person reporting the incident is not satisfied 

with the handling of the complaint, the volunteer or employee should report the situation directly to a member of the 

Camp Fire Management Team, who will contact appropriate agency representatives. 

 

 

 

Step Three: Central Puget Sound Council will investigate the complaint and take appropriate action.  The alleged 

harasser may be immediately suspended until resolution of the issue, or they may be released from all Camp 

Fire involvement. 

 

The reporting volunteer or employee will not suffer for filing a complaint.  Complaints of sexual 

harassment are not entered into volunteer’s or employee’s personnel files.  They are retained separately in 

confidential files.  Where the investigation confirms the allegations, appropriate action will be taken. 

 

Volunteers and staff should keep in mind that a charge of harassment is a very serious matter.  Any situation that possibly 

involves such a charge should be treated with the strictest confidentiality. 
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A C T 
 

A: Be AWARE of your feelings/that there is a problem 

C: COMMUNICATE to someone who can help you 

T: TOGETHER, find a solution to the problem 
 

You are responsible for your own happiness! 
 If you are feeling stressed, upset, confused, angry, hurt, sad… the only one who really knows that is 

YOU – unless you tell someone! 

 The only way that anyone can help you fix what’s bothering you is if they know about it 

 If you go to someone with a problem, and you are not happy with how you were handled, GO TO 

SOMEONE NEW. 

 Being negative and resentful is helpful to ABSOLUTELY NOBODY – if you don’t know how to fix 

your problem yourself, then find someone who can help you with it. 

 Happiness can be found when you take the steps to find your way out of the situation you’re unhappy 

with!  

The goal of ACT is to create a community of TRUST between ALL members of staff at ALL 

levels of the organization… and to improve camp for next year! 
 See something? Say something! If something doesn’t look right, or feel right, or seem right, speak up 

and say something about it! 

 ALL of you have both the RIGHT and the RESPONSIBILITY to say something if you feel like you’re 

not comfortable. 

 GOSSIPING = bullying. We don’t accept bullying among campers, so we don’t accept bullying among 

staff. Let’s be real, folks! Nobody likes BEING gossiped about, so please restrain yourselves from any 

tendencies you might have for spreading information. 

 VENTING = a release of pressure that makes you feel better and feel like you know what to do next. 

Choose the people you vent to carefully, to be sure that they’re a) not going to spread your words 

around; and b) that they’re in the right head space to receive your venting. 

 
 
 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 
 

As a Camp Fire volunteer, you may learn information about members, staff, suppliers or others that should not 

be divulged to anyone.  When in doubt about the confidentiality of information, please confer with the 

appropriate management or supervisory staff.  Confidential information obtained as a result of association with 

Camp Fire is not to be used by a volunteer for the purpose of furthering any private interests, or as a means of 

making personal gains.  Volunteer, staff and youth membership lists are not made available or circulated for any 

reason without the approval of the Executive Director or her/his designee. 
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Inclusion 
Philosophy of Inclusion 

Camp Fire strives to support campers with mild to moderate disabilities in an inclusive and supportive 

environment.  Campers participate fully in the camp experience, with support from parents and camp staff.  In 

order for a camper to participate in our program, a child must be able to take care of his or her own personal 

care needs with minimal assistance from staff, maintain basic control of their actions and emotions, follow 

instructions from adults, and interact cooperatively with peers.  Campers with special needs are fully integrated 

into groups with their typically developing peers, much like they would at school.

 
Supporting Special Needs 

The level and type of support each camper needs varies widely, no two campers with special needs are 

the same. Even campers without identified special needs will need support at times. Listed below are different 

types of special needs we support, and a basic description of how we handle it. 

You could spend hours reading and learning about all the specific special needs that you might 

encounter in your job this summer, but we are not going to do that here. We will touch on some of the more 

common ones during staff training. If you have further concerns, talking to guardians about camper’s needs 

during your introduction phone call during onsite training is a great resource, as they know the camper the best 

and can give you tips on how to accommodate the camper .  

Dietary Needs 

On the day when you receive your camper roster, you’ll want to note what dietary restrictions your 

campers have. Older campers may be perfectly capable of avoiding food they can’t have, but younger ones will 

need more guidance. Help them make healthy choices during outdoor cooking and find the options they need. 

Make sure you account for special diets when filling out your Cook order forms (food for overnights or 

cookouts). Listing your campers special diets on the form will ensure the Purchaser gives you a substitutes or 

alternative for those campers. When you cook something as a group, make sure to check ingredients labels. 

Medical Needs 

Support for campers with medical needs is provided by the health care staff. The health care staff talks 

to the parents of all campers who have medical conditions. Any special care or restrictions to activity will be 

noted on their health form. You’ll want to have a discussion with the health care staff to ensure you know 

everything you need to in order to support the camper. 

It’s critical that campers with medical conditions take their medications on time every day. You’ll also 

want to let the health care staff know about any health concerns that come up during the day. If needed, the 

health care staff will contact the camper’s parents. 

Physical Needs 

Campers with physical disabilities may face challenges with communication, moving from place to 

place, or even participating in camp activities. Campers who require additional assistance will come with a one-

on-one aid to assist them. 

Campers who are deaf or hard of hearing will be provided with an interpreter, and those who are blind or 

visually impaired may be assigned a staff “buddy” to assist with getting around and doing activities. Campers 

who have mobility limitations (wheelchair, crutches, etc.) will need extra time moving between activities, so 

schedule down time between activity locations accordingly. Lots of other accommodations can be made 

depending on the child’s needs. It is important that accommodations only be made if they are necessary, to 

avoid drawing excessive attention to the camper’s disability.
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Developmental Special Needs 
Campers with developmental disabilities (DD) will likely have the most trouble relating socially to their peers; 

they may also have limited communication or understanding, difficulty following instructions or keeping up 

with the abilities of others.  

 

Depending on his or her specific needs, a camper with DD may need: extra time to perform self-care tasks or to 

complete activities, instructions given in small steps, or help making decisions, especially in social situations. In 

many cases, an additional co-counselor will be placed with a group with a camper with DD, or the camper will 

come with a one-on-one aid. 

 

In some cases, a camper with DD may struggle to be incorporated in the group. As a counselor, you can enlist 

the other kids in the group to support the camper. In many cases, it is advisable to have a group chat about the 

camper with special needs and give them ideas on how they can help. Encourage the other campers to be 

respectful, helpful and inclusive. 

Emotional/Behavioral Special Needs 
These are some of the most challenging issues to deal with, as emotional and behavioral disorders vary greatly 

and by nature can be unpredictable. The most extreme cases are very rare. Included in this category are: 

 PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder): An anxiety disorder that results from a person experiencing 

psychological trauma, affecting the person’s ability to cope. Examples of trauma could be abuse, 

addiction, violence or death (such as affecting the person themselves or a family member). 

 ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder): A mental disorder characterized by impulsiveness or 

hyperactivity, or both; it affects a person’s ability to focus and follow instructions. 

 ODD (Oppositional Defiance Disorder): A diagnosis where a person exhibits a pattern of defiant, angry 

or hostile behavior toward authority figures. This is a rare disorder. 

 OCD (Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder): An anxiety disorder that produces fear or worry; a person with 

OCD can reduce the anxiety through repetitive or compulsive behaviors; specific behaviors vary widely. 

 Anxiety & Depression: Campers with anxiety or depression may have trouble regulating their mood, or 

they may exhibit fears that appear to others to be irrational. 

It is not uncommon for a camper to have more than one diagnosis. The challenges faced by a camper with an 

emotional-behavioral disorder (EBD) will vary widely. Some common challenges include difficulty controlling 

anger or impulses, following instructions, resolving conflict, regulating their mood and managing anxieties. 

 

It’s critical to learn as much as you can about what triggers will set off the camper, and then do what you can to 

avoid those triggers. Set clear boundaries for behavior from the beginning. Give the camper strategies to 

manage their behavior. Review the procedures for dealing with camper tantrums and running away, because this 

is the population most likely to exhibit those behaviors. Patience is important when working with all campers, 

but even more so with these populations. Positive behavior supports, such as verbal praise or choice time, work 

well with these populations, as it gives campers feedback and reinforces behavior choices. 
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Working with Campers with ADHD  
What is it? 
ADHD stands for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.   

ADHD is defined as a disruptive behavior disorder that is characterized by the presence of a set of chronic 

and impairing behavior patterns that display abnormal levels of inattention, hyperactivity or a combination 

of both. Individuals with ADHD have issues processing stimuli which often results in an inability to control 

their behavior, such as sustained attention on an activity. ADHD can also occur without hyperactivity (this 

used to be called ADD). 

 

What behaviors might I see in a child with ADHD? 
 Failure to give close attention to details 

 May make careless mistakes or act before thinking something all the way through 

 Difficulty focusing for long periods of time 

 May also appear reluctant to participate in activities that present a mental challenge or require 

focusing for a period of time 

 Appear as if they are not listening when spoken to 

 May not follow through with directions the first time 

 This stems typically from not clearly understanding directions, not as a result of defiance  

 May be easily distracted by extraneous stimuli 

 Fidget or move around (can’t sit still) 

 Talks excessively 

 Has lots of energy and is always on the go 

 Difficulty waiting for turn, may interrupt or cut others off unintentionally 

 

What can I do to accommodate a camper with ADHD? 
 Always make sure meds are given regularly and ON-TIME! 

 Post schedules or allow them to see a schedule and stick to the routine 

 Allow plenty of transition time, 

 Give warnings, i.e. 10 minutes until we move on to crafts 

 If you tell the campers they only have 10 minutes to do something, only give them 10 minutes 

 All the camper to go to a quiet less-stimulating environment if over-stimulated or requested 

 This can be established for the whole group, i.e. 10 minutes of down time every afternoon  

 Provide frequent breaks when doing mentally focused activities 

 i.e. play a quick game that requires movement 

 Provide written and verbal instructions  

 i.e. write down your group rules and refer to them often, let camper see written game 

directions(if you have them) or recipes 

 Keep campers actively busy (i.e. make friendship bracelets or draw) during activities that are less active  

 

I have tried all of the suggestions on this sheet, and I was unsuccessful.  What do I do? 
 talk to your Site Director for other ideas 

 during check out/check in  or call and ask the child’s parent/guardian for suggestions 
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Diversity 

Diverse Groups 
Day Camp is a diverse environment, with people of many different ages, abilities, backgrounds, ethnicities, 

political views, and social statuses. Although it’s a great learning and growing environment, diversity can also 

create conflict within groups. Here are some examples of how you might experience diversity in a group: 

 Age Range: Although we attempt to keep cabin groups with same-age peers, it isn’t always possible. 

With rare exceptions, cabins should have no more than a 2-year age gap between the youngest and 

oldest kids. The challenges here are differences in physical abilities, maturity, and social skills. 

 Coed Groups: Coed groups mean you might be dealing with potential camper relationships (or 

“purple”) as well as kids who may not be as comfortable around those of the opposite gender. 

 Different religious, cultural, or political beliefs: Kids grow up in very different environments with a 

wide array of beliefs. Strong opinions or differing beliefs can cause tension within the group. 

 Socioeconomic differences: Day Camp gets kids from wealthy families, low-income and everywhere in 

between. We also get campers from foster homes or who live in group homes. Campers who come from 

less stable home environments often have emotional or behavioral challenges that can cause issues 

among their peers. 

If you find yourself dealing with a diverse group of campers, use your resources (Site Director(s), Head 

Table/Camp Assistants) to help you bring the group together. A diverse group will be able to grow close and 

become friends, but it might take more effort. 

 

In general, it’s important to set a tone of mutual respect and inclusiveness for people of all backgrounds. Do not 

tolerate disparaging or hurtful remarks towards anyone. Allow everyone the opportunity to share who they are 

and what they believe without judgment. Encourage people to ask questions of each other, as long as it’s done 

in a respectful way. It’s particularly important as a counselor to not let your own beliefs intrude on the group 

dynamics – you should remain as neutral as possible, and stick up for everyone in the group equally. 
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ANTI-BIAS TEACHABLE MOMENTS 
 

Work with children to problem-solve without blame.  Provide them with information.  Honor the need for them 

to try resolving their conflicts. 

 

Description 
An anti-bias teachable moment is an incident, event, conflict, comment, or interaction that presents an 

opportunity for the youth you work with to find out about diversity and inclusion.  Responding to a teachable 

moment is a chance to expand everyone’s thinking – your kids’ and families’ and your own! 

 

Below are some guidelines for handling teachable moments.  Alter and adjust these guidelines so that they are 

appropriate for the children with whom you work and for the situation itself. 

 

Guidelines 
1. IMPORTANT! Do not ignore what occurred.  (Not responding implies agreement with and approval of 

what happened or what was said.) Be prepared with what you will say, before the situation arises.  

 

2. Respond in some way as soon as possible.  (Respond in a way that is comfortable for you and the 

child/youth.)  

 

3. First, make sure you understand the situation. Ask questions in a friendly way to clarify what was 

said/what happened, especially if you are not sure (e.g. “When you said “_____”, what did you mean?”  

“What happened, so you said that?) 

 

4. If what was said or done was a problem, explain the difficulty without blaming. “You probably didn’t 

realize it, but saying that could hurt someone’s feelings.” “When people hear “_________” they think 

people don’t like them – we know you wouldn’t mean it that way, so let’s make sure there isn’t a 

misunderstanding about this.” 

 

5. Answer any questions simply and honestly.  (Avoid over-answering.)  

 

6. Set boundaries, if necessary.  (Reinforce rules or agreements you have about not excluding or teasing 

others based on their identity.)  

 

7. Comfort children/youth whose feelings are hurt. Support the teased/hurt person in taking action if they 

wishes.  Follow their lead. 

 

8. Help the children/youth problem solve – explore reasons for a conflict.  There may be no reason, but 

discuss for clarification. Ultimately, the youth and adults in our programs do not have to become friends, 

but everyone needs to treat everyone else with respect. 

 

9. If other children or adults have been witnesses, get them together when the issue is being resolved and 

explain it to them. It is important for everyone to know that they are protected psychologically, and that 

there are clear boundaries and all are accountable. 
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RECOGNIZING CHILD ABUSE 
 

Camp Fire takes child abuse seriously.  Camp Fire, as an agency is dedicated to improving the conditions in 

society that affect youth. Camp Fire does not tolerate abuse in any form by either paid or volunteer staff. 

 

Adults associated with Camp Fire should be alert for any possible signs of abuse of the youth participating in 

our programs.  If you suspect that a child is being abused, immediately report these suspicions to a Camp 

Fire staff member.  Washington State grants immunity from liability to anyone who, in good faith, 

reports suspected cases of child abuse or neglect. 

 
Symptoms of Abuse 
Many children are afraid to tell anyone that they are being abused.  However, they may reveal the fact of abuse indirectly.  

For instance, their drawings, their stories, and/or the way they respond when touched may indicate abuse. 

 

Often abused children show some of the following symptoms: low self-esteem, anger, guilt, aggressive or disruptive 

behavior, withdrawal, delinquent behavior, or poor school performance. 

 

More specific signs of physical and sexual abuse: 

 

Physical Abuse: 

 Has frequent, unexplained injuries, bruises, or burns that are left untreated 

 Fears receiving medical help 

 Has bald spots (a sign of hair pulling) 

 Has abdominal swelling 

 Avoids physical contact with others 

 Wears clothing that covers arms and legs, even in hot weather 

 

Sexual Abuse: 

 Has unusual interest in or knowledge of sexual matters 

 Is extremely moody 

 Fears touching by others 

 Has poor relationships with the opposite sex 

 Exhibits overly aggressive behavior 

 Is reluctant to be left alone with a particular person 

 Has itching or pain in genital areas 

 Draws genitals or other related object 

 Cries easily 

 Receives unexplained gifts or money 

 Runs away from home often 

 Exhibits regressive behaviors such as bed wetting 

 Has nightmares or insomnia 

 

Responding To Suspected Abuse 

If a child indicates to you that they may be abused, Camp Fire would like you to respond as follows: 

 Do not panic or overreact to the information 

 Do not criticize the child 

 Reassure the child that you want to help 

 Do not ask lots of questions. 

 Keep all information strictly confidential. 

 Do not investigate yourself. 

If you have any feelings that a child is being abused, please report it immediately to the Site Director. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ETHIC 
 

Day camp provides Camp Fire staff and volunteers with a unique opportunity to teach our youth and adults to 

care for and respect, to feel at ease in, and to come to love the natural world around them.  We embrace the 

Leave No Trace ethic, and consequently, should always seek to go through the woods and forests, the deserts, 

and canyon lands and across mountains so no one will know we have passed that way.  We seek to instill a 

reverence for all living things and, where possible, point out interrelationships.  We teach the importance of 

treating our natural heritage with respect, leaving plants, rocks, and historical artifacts as we find them.  

Procedures consistent with this philosophy will include the following: 

 

Preparation and Planning 
Before camp, the Day Camp Manager talks extensively with park services/land owners so we are very aware of 

the site rules and have a firm sense of the wildlife/environmental protection areas so we can plan accordingly 

for minimal or no impact.  Nature Specialists and all the counselors should be instilled with a Leave No Trace 

ethic.  You should believe in leaving what you find, minimizing the impact of campfires, respecting wildlife by 

observing it at a distance, disposing of waste properly, and staying on the trails and other durable surfaces.  

Counselors are responsible for the preservation and conservation of the natural ecology of the site, and they 

teach the campers to appreciate and protect nature as well.  This mindset is reflected in the program schedules 

for outdoor skills, beach hikes, tide pools, and the Camp Fire Outdoor Progression in camping skills and camp 

care, all of which help kids recognize how their actions affect the environment. 

 

Trails 
Campers are taught never to stray from trails, and never to go in streams.  Many of the sites are included in 

valuable watersheds and ecosystems, some with a great deal of salmon activity that we are committed to helping 

to preserve.  Staff and campers do not walk on fragile vegetation, but stay on the trail even it is muddy.  

Shortcutting of switch-backing trails is not permitted.  Proper footwear with closed-toed shoes and backs protect 

feet.  Heavy boots that damage trails are not encouraged. 

 

Consideration of Others 
When day camp is held in a public park, we are respectful of others who may be using the facility.  Everyone at 

camp is aware that we are sharing space and that many families go to the park to enjoy being outdoors.  

Consequently, we stay in our reserved areas and are careful not to crowd or disturb other people. 

 

Leave What You Find 
In order to preserve and appreciate the past, it is important to examine, but not touch, cultural or historic 

structures and artifacts.  We need to leave rocks, plants, and other natural objects as we find them.  In the same 

vein, we do not want to build structures, dig trenches, or otherwise damage the natural setting around us. 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
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WELCOME TO DAY CAMP CALL 
 

During the weekend prior to camp, Counselors are responsible for talking to each camper and guardian/parent 
on their assigned list. 
 
TALK TO THE ADULT FIRST! – The information below should not be given to a camper. 
1. Introduce yourself and identify yourself as a Camp Fire Day Camp Counselor.  Give your telephone 

number.  Ask to be called by your camp name in front of the camper.  Provide a reminder of the camp 
dates, when and where to arrive at camp, and when/how to pick the child up. 

 
2. Explain your camp’s process for signing campers in each morning. 

 
3. Discuss with the adult what the camper is to bring: sack lunch, jacket, closed toed shoes, water bottle, etc. 
 
4. Explain that day camp is a peanut-free zone.  Peanuts and peanut products should be left at home, we 

have a number of campers and staff with severe peanut allergies that smelling peanuts or touching 
something that has been touched by peanut products sends them to the hospital. Do not send any peanut 
butter sandwiches, Snickers, etc.  Also, please ask your child not to trade lunch foods with others. 

 
5. If the child will be absent from camp, call   

       (Person) 

 at      . 
     (Phone Number) 

 
6. If the child is to leave camp early, a note must be sent from home indicating the name of the person 

authorized to pick up the camper.  The note must include the time and date of early departure.  The name 
of the authorized party should correspond with the information provided on the Camper Release Form.  
For an early departure, the authorized party reports to the head table to sign the camper out.  Identification 
will be confirmed at the time of the pickup.  The camper reports to the Camp Site Director and is picked up 
at head table (camp headquarters). 
 

7. Medications must be in their original containers and checked in with the Health Manager.  Ask about any 
illnesses or other medical conditions that may have occurred since registering.  Are there any tricks or 
strategies that work best with their child?  Take notes! 

  
For medications that must remain within the camper’s possession (inhalers, etc.), the Health Manager will 
return these medications to the child.  Use of these medications will be periodically monitored by the 
Health Manager. 

 
8. Any other information for your camp 

a. Silk-screening or tie dying of t-shirts (optional activity) 
b. Program for parents 
c. Overnight plans – deadline for parent permission form to be submitted. 

 
9. Explain that in case of extreme weather, they will receive a call from you or your assistant counselor no 

later than 8:30 a.m. that the camp is being cancelled for the day.  In case of drizzle, we will have camp 
anyway.  There is no way to make up for lost days. 
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THE FIRST DAY 
 

A group counselor should have the first day’s program well in hand before the campers arrive.  Above all, the 
group counselor make sure that the first day is active and fun for the campers and introduces them to the kinds 
of activities they are going to enjoy at day camp. 
 
Steps to Follow: 

1. After you have welcomed and received your group, fill out the daily attendance form.  Then, 
immediately turn it into designated attendance person. 

2. Get acquainted with each other through games and/or fun songs.  Perhaps your campers would like to 
make their own name tags.  See “How to Generate Camp Program Ideas” for suggestions.  Choose a 
group name! 

3. Establish boundaries for your own group beyond which a buddy and permission from you are 
required. 

4. Try to avoid using a park table as a home site.  Anyone can do that!  Give the campers and yourself an 
opportunity to be creative!  It’s much more fun to be tucked away under a tree and a little way away 
from the others.  Remember...this is camping! 

5. Tour your campsite, visit camp headquarters and other camp facilities and program areas.  Locate 
restrooms and the safe/approved water supply for drinking and washing hands.  And talk about the 
importance of staying with the group.   

6. With the campers, plan activities that are possible for that afternoon and the next few days.  See “How 
to Generate Camp Program Ideas” for suggestions. 

7. Get active and have fun ASAP! 
8. Have your noon-time lunch period at the convenience of your group. 
9. Carry out the afternoon program as planned. 
10. Fifteen to thirty minutes before dismissal, prepare for departure.  Your entire unit might like to join 

together for a couple of songs and a “goodnight” circle.  Some camps have all-camp closing 
assemblies. 

11. After dismissal, counselors stay until all children have safely left camp, and the camp site is cleaned 
up per the Site Director’s direction.  Sign out. 

12. As campers are departing, provide instructions for their morning arrival.  Insist that they go directly to 
assembly area upon arrival in the morning.  For safety reasons, they should never go to remote camp 
“homes” alone at any time. 
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HOW TO GENERATE CAMP PROGRAM IDEAS 
 

Activities are more fun for campers when they are able to help make the decisions about what they are going to do.  First, 
they need to be informed as to what is available at the camp site.  Be sure to include the natural program areas, available 
materials, all-camp programs, and specialist program resources.  This sharing of information might be done with a hike 
around camp.  Involving kids in the planning is an important way to develop feelings of internal personal effectiveness and 
responsibility. 
 
What would you like to do? 
Here are some ways to ask this questions that will stimulate their imaginations: 

1. Give them a couple of suggestions to get started; then, ask them to think of other ideas. 
2. As questions about specific program areas.  Ask, “which craft would you like to do?”  Also use specific questions. 
3. Have an item at camp that would interest them, such as a hand lens.  Start talking about how it might be used.  

After the discussion gets going, ask for ideas that would be fun for using it at camp.   
4. Have everyone write down one idea on a piece of paper.  Put them in a hat and draw them out one by one.  Read 

them to everyone as a starting point for your brainstorming. 
5. Brainstorm.  Brainstorming is the process of generating ideas from a group of people.  You will need a big piece 

of paper and a marking pen to write down everybody’s ideas.  All ideas should be written down – no discussion or 
criticism is allowed during this time.  One idea leads to another once you get the process started. 

 
How do you choose? 
Now that you have more ideas than you can possible use, reach a decision by a hand vote, a secret ballot vote, or try one 
of these ways: 

1. Write (or draw a representative picture) all the activity ideas on a chart.  Put the chart on the floor and give 
everyone a rock.  Each member puts the rock on their first choice.  Your group agrees to do the activity/idea with 
the most rocks.  (If you give each member two rocks, you could get everybody’s second choice.  But, your group 
will have to agree on whether it’s okay or not.  Also, you’ll need to decide beforehand whether a person can put 
both rocks on one choice.) 

2. Play “Thumbs up – Thumbs down.”  Members silently vote with their thumb as you read the choices – turn thumbs 
up for yes, thumbs down for no.  Decide beforehand how many yes votes each person gets. 

3. Make a chart to show the “pros” and “cons” of an activity.  Have members brainstorm the good and bad points for 
each of their choices.  Agree to choose the activity with the most “pros” and the fewest “cons.”  This decision-
making process can get very sophisticated as the members become older and begin to understand just what is 
involved in planning an activity (e.g. cost, transportation needed, equipment, travel time, etc.) 

4. For fun, write each choice on a piece of paper and place them on the ground (randomly or in rows or a circle).  
Have members stand with backs to the papers and “Toss a Rock” over their shoulder.  The choice that gets hit 
the most times (or the closest) wins.  Not too scientific, but lots of fun. 

5. With your group, think of other ways to generate ideas and make choices.  It’s a great way to explore the “ins” and 
“outs” of getting a group to work and plan together.  
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MY FIRST DAY PLAN 
 

How will I start?    
        
        
        
 
How will we get acquainted?     
        
        
        
 
What are our boundaries?     
        
        
        
 
Ground rules and emergency procedures I must cover!     
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
Program choices and plans:     
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
Craft and cooking for the first day:     
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
Other:         
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CAMP FIRE FLAG CEREMONY 
 

Displaying the Flag 
Always give the flag of the United States the place of honor when you display it with other flags.  It should be 
placed to the right of the other flags, in front of the other flags, or higher than the other flags. 
 
To the right means to your right as you stand holding the flag in front of you and facing the people who will see 
it.  In front means that you always carry the American Flag first or place it a little ahead in a line of flags.  
Higher means that the American Flag is a little larger or it is on a taller pole or a platform.   
 
Doing a Flag Ceremony 
Flag ceremonies are performed by a color guard.  The color guard includes one person to bear the flag and at 
least one other person to “guard” it.  If you use more than one flag in the ceremony, you will need additional 
bearers and guards.  Other people might help in the flag ceremony by calling out the commands or leading 
people in and out. 
 
Members of the color guard for a flag ceremony should dress neatly.  For a flag ceremony at a club meeting or 
for a public event, members of the color guard should wear Camp Fire uniforms.  At a camp flag ceremony, 
they might dress alike by wearing white shirts or camp t-shirts and plain-colored shorts or jeans.  Sometimes 
the color guard members wear special red sashes. 
 
Here are the commands a caller would give for a flag ceremony at a club meeting or public event. 

1. “Please stand for the presentation of the colors.”  
Members of the audience would stand up at their places.  If you are doing a flag ceremony for a small 
group, people might already be standing in a horseshoe formation.   

2. “Color guard, advance.”   
The color guard members enter with the flag.  The flag should hang freely from its pole.  The color 
guard members move at a dignified pace to the front of the group and face them. 

3. “Color guard, place the colors.”  
The flag bearer places the staff in the flag stand.  Other members of the color guard may help guide it 
in.   

4. “Please pledge allegiance to the flag of your country.” 
The audience joins in the Pledge of Allegiance, saluting as it is recited.  Members of the color guard 
will stand silently. 

5. “Will you join me...” 
The audience can join in the singing of a patriotic song such as “The Star Spangled Banner,” 
“America,” “God Bless America,” or “America the Beautiful.”  Or, someone can read a patriotic poem.  
Poems and songs are an optional part of a flag ceremony. 

6. “Color guard, retreat.”   
The color guard members turn and leave.  In some flag ceremonies, the color guard members may 
remove the flag from its stand and carry it out. 
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IT IS EASY TO BUILD A FIRE! 
 

There are a few simple principles to follow in fire-building!  Learn them!  Follow them!  Use them when 

teaching the youth how to build fires.  Make sure that the adults going with you follow them too! 

 Long hair should be fastened back securely.  Each person with long hair should carry a coated band with 

them for use around fires.  The group leader could bring a package of them along with him/her and 

attach them to a large safety pin pinned to a jacket or shirt.  Make certain, too, that dangling cords are 

secured. 

 Nylon jackets and pants must not be worn by the fire.  The material melts if it catches on fire or gets too 

warm. 

 The bottom of tennis shoes, as well as other shoes with similar construction, can melt if feet are propped 

up on rocks or any structure that makes up a fire pit. 

 Playing with a stick in the fire is never okay.  
 

Where to Build the Fire: 

 Build in a safe place.  If you must construct a fire ring, clear an area about six feet across.  Remove all 

burnable materials. 

 Do not build against a log or a stump.  Make certain there are no roots in your fire ring.  Check for clear 

sky above; do not build under limbs or branches. 

 Remove limestone, shale, or layered rock from the fire area.  Build on soil. 

 Circle area with rocks, if available, making certain they are not wet from a river or stream, or the type of 

rock discussed above 

 

Fire Safety and Prevention: 

 Have nearby a shovel and a bucket of water. 

 Always have someone attending the fire. 

 Build small fires, no larger than you need for your meal. 

 

Wood: 

 Your woodpile should contain graduated sizes of wood from tinder to firewood.  TINDER is a small, 

quick-burning fuel, such as paper, dry bark or moss, or fine fir branches.  KINDLING is the next size, 

about the size of your thumb.  FUEL is comprised of heavier sticks and split logs that will make coals 

for your cooking. 

 In our area, the best and most frequently found wood is fir and alder.  Make sure that it is permissible for 

you to use the down or dead wood found on the site.  Some areas prohibit use of such wood.  You may 

need to bring your won.  Dry tinder and kindling will snap when broken.  Live green wood does not 

burn well. 

 Make a neat woodpile near the fire, but not so close that sparks might land on it and catch the wood on 

fire. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 Feet 
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TWO MINUTE TIME FILLERS TO KEEP THE FUN QUOTIENT HIGH 

(AND SAVE YOUR SANITY) 
 

Physical Challenges and Contests 

 Stand on one foot 

 Touch tongue to nose 

 Taco tongue 

 Tongue flip 

 Raise one eyebrow + both sides separately? 

 Curl up lip + both sides separately? 

 Cross eyes + one at a time? 

 Pat head and rub stomach 

 Coordination jumping jacks  

 (feet: apart, together, together and hands: up, down) 

 Coordination arms  

 (left: side, front, down and right: side, front, bend hand to shoulder, down) 

 Staring contest – keep eye contact (blinking allowed) 

 Cross hands, interlock fingers, fold up arms – partner points to fingers to move 

 

Guessing Games 

 “I’m thinking of a number...” See who comes closest 

 Who has it?  Who doesn’t? – Choose an observable object, such as hair ribbons, a watch, or a white 

shirt and say, “Juan has it.  Kimi doesn’t.  Abdul has it.  Andres doesn’t.”  When the kids think they 

know the answer, they raise their hands and ask, “Is it a watch?”  (or a ribbon, or Velcro shoes, or 

whatever object you chose).  The youth who guesses first is the winner. 

 Observation and Changes – kids in partners face each other.  Exactly 30 seconds to look at the person 

with whom they’re paired and to study everything about that person.  Then the students in one line turn 

around and close their eyes while the students in the other line change something about themselves.  For 

example, one person may take off an earring, switch shoes, or put their hair behind an ear.  Then the kids 

in the other line turn around and try to name what has changed.  Switch roles and play the game again. 

 Don’t Be Greedy! – Players stand and leader rolls a die.  Each time it is rolled, kids add the number to 

the previous total, keeping a running score.  Kids can sit down at any time during the game, accepting 

the total at that point as far as their final score.  For example, if a player sits down after three rolls of the 

die showing 4, 6, and 1, they have a score of 11.  The game continues until someone rolls a 2.  The kids 

still standing lose ALL their points – because they’ve been greedy!  The seated player(s) with the 

highest score wins. 

 Guess how long a minute is.  Have to be quiet during that time.  Practice makes perfect. 

 “I spy with my little eye something [color]”  Ask yes/no questions to guess. 

 Guess what I am – ask yes/no questions to guess. 

 Which hand?  Hide a small object in one hand and have an individual or the group guess (they must 

agree). 

 

Memory Games 

 Alliteration – “My name is Gloria and I love green grapes!” The next person in the circle says “Her 

name is Gloria and she loves green grapes.  I am Steven and I love silly stories.”  Keep repeating 

beginning and add on next person. 

 Favorite something – “My name is [insert name] and my favorite food is [insert favorite food].”  Same 

idea as above.   
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Action Games 

 Lines – Kids must arrange themselves in order without uttering a peep!  For example, challenge them to 

silently sequence themselves according to height, alphabetically by last name, by birthday. 

 Groups – Have kids arrange themselves in groups based on the kind of pet they own or would like to 

own – without using words.   

 “Honey Do You Love Me?”  Players form a circle with one player in the middle (it).  The middle 

person must approach players in the circle and ask, “Honey, do you love me?”  The person being 

questioned must answer, “Honey, I love you but I just can’t smile.”  If they smile or laugh, they 

becomes “it” and the previous middle person joins the circle.  The person who is not “it” is not allowed 

to touch other players but may make as many funny faces as they wishes. 

 Simon Says 

 Groups of 2-4 act out a letter of the alphabet that the leader calls out. 

 

Puzzles 

 Word or Characteristic Puzzles – “I’m going on a trip and I’m going to take [something that meets 

some criterion].”  You can also say, “I could take [blank], but I couldn’t take [blank].”  Let kids fill in 

the blanks as they think they know the answer. 

o Color (grapes, leaves, Jennifer’s t-shirt, 7-Up can, etc. all are green) 

o All start with same letter 

o Double letters (mittens, kangaroos, book, etc.) 

o Begin the next word with the last letter of the previous word.  For example: pogo stick 

>kite>egg>grapefruit>tiger>roller skates, etc. 

 

Follow the Leader 

 Hold hands and snake your way to the next activity (use lots of curlicues).  Go slowly enough to avoid 

being dangerous to the person on the end. 

 Follow the leader and every once in a while the adult yells “change!” and the current leader goes to the 

end while the next one steps up to lead. 

 Follow the leader and each time the leader says “ready, stop” and stops, kids must turn around and pay a 

compliment to the next person in line. 

 Walk one foot in front of the other on a pretend line. 

 Caterpillar walk – hold the waist of the person ahead of you, put your head on their back, and close your 

eyes.  Now walk. 

 

Marching 

 All see if you can walk using the same foot at the same time. 

 Walk arms around shoulders, cross right leg in front of partner’s left, cross left leg in front of partner’s 

right.  See if you can do it in a wide group. 

 Walk to a cadence: 

Left, left, I had a good job and I left 

I left my wife and 48 kids the old gray mare and the peanut stand 

    Did I do right?  Right 

Right to the country where I came from 

Hay foot, straw foot 

Shift, by jingo (start over) 

 

(When you say “left, you are on your left foot; when you say “right,” you are on your right foot, when 

you say “shift by jingo,” you shuffle step to get back to the left foot in time for the beginning.) 
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Instant Programming 

 
Definition:  Activities or games that staff lead with kids to fill extra time, while waiting for something to start, 

during down time or other spare moments.  Instant programming may be done with little or no supplies, and 

often take only 5-10 minutes. 

 

Instant Programming Brainstorm – Think of activities that you could do in the following situations: 

 

While standing in line… On an overnight… 

On a beach or in woodlands… With stuff you find in your backpack… 

While waiting for an activity to start… During lunch… 

With no supplies… With the 4 random objects… 
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I Thrive  
On the outline below: draw in what you as a perfect role model will wear at camp,   
What do I say? How should I act? What’s in my backpack? What is my mindset?  
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“OPEN ENDED” QUESTIONS WORKSHEET 

CLOSE ENDED OPEN ENDED 

Was that fun? 

 

Are you finished? 

 

Do you want to do this? 

 

Are you tired? 

 

Is what you just did, an okay thing to do? 

 

Did you tell him that what he said hurt your 

feelings? 

 

What is your favorite color? 

 

Do you like pizza? 

 

 

Are you good at sports? 
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Positive Talk 
 

At camp, we try to use positive phrasing wherever possible, especially when correcting camper behavior.  For 

example, instead of saying “No running,” we say “Walking feet.”  In the real world things tend to be phrased in 

a negative way (those red and white sign, for example, say “No Parking,” not “Please Park Elsewhere,”) so it 

becomes habit, but with a bit of practice, positive talk can become habit as well. 

  

Why use positive phrasing? 

1. In positive phrasing, you automatically propose an alternative.  Telling a camper what you do want them 

to do is a lot more helpful to them than telling them what you don’t. 

2. Children often hear only the last few words we say.  “Don’t paint with your fingers” then becomes 

“paint with your fingers;” it is quite possible that they will not catch that first critical word.  That’s not 

an issue if you instead say “Please use a paintbrush.” 

3. Positive phrasing creates a more positive atmosphere for Camp!  Campers can feel criticized and 

badgered when they constantly hear “No” and “Don’t.”  Even if they hear “please don’t” in a nice voice 

a lot, a camper may feel like they are a bad kid who’s always doing something wrong.  We can easily 

avoid that, while keeping the same rules and directions, by turning “please don’t into “please do.” 

  

How do I do it? 

Positive phrasing should eliminate the words “not” and “no” (often “stop” as well) from the sentence entirely.  

However, be careful of simply replacing those terms with more subtle synonyms; “Please refrain from” is more 

polite than “Don’t”, but it means essentially the same thing; you are still telling the person what they shouldn’t 

do.  Instead, tell them what they should. ** True positive phrasing tells what the desired behavior is.** 
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Try rewriting each of the following statement, eliminating all negative words and 

suggesting an alternative. 
Negative phrasing: 

Don’t run near the fire. 

 

  

  

No talking during announcement.  You also shouldn’t move around or be distracting. 

  

 

 

  

Don’t waste paper towels. 

  

 

 

  

Stop poking others. 

 

 

 

Don’t climb the tree. 
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Campers and Behavior 
Ages & Stages 

  

5-8 YEARS OLD (K-3
rd

 grade)  

 

Physical Behavioral/Learning Social/Emotional 

 Large muscles better 

developed than small muscles 

 Lack of fine motor control 

 Starting to be able to catch a 

ball or tie shoes 

 Hand-eye coordination not 

fully developed 

 Endurance is poor (get tired 

easily) 

 Reaction time tends to be 

slow 

 Constantly active 

 Use bathroom often 

 Need to eat more often and in 

smaller amounts 

 Short attention span 

 Learn through participation 

 Do not accept criticism or losing 

well 

 Forgetful 

 Eager, curious 

 Motivated to learn 

 Little understanding of time and 

space 

 Imaginative 

 Friendships/teamwork important 

 Able to describe experiences, talk 

about thoughts/feelings 

 

 Little understanding of abstract 

concepts 

 Becoming aware of gender-role 

expectations 

 Individualistic, self-centered 

 Dramatic, cry easily 

 Seeking adult approval 

 Exaggerate 

 Easily frustrated  

 Friendships become more 

important 

 Want to be liked and accepted 

 Develop responsibility, respect 

 Understand other’s feelings, 

still learning how their actions 

affect others 

 

Strategies: 
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9-11 YEARS OLD (4
th

-6
th

 grade) 

 
Physical Behavioral/Learning Social/Emotional 

 Girls mature faster than boys 

by one to two years 

 High energy level, physically 

active 

 Fine motor skills 

 Fatigue easily, more 

endurance 

 Very early physical changes of 

puberty might be showing—

can be hard for early bloomers 

 Huge range in development 

 

 Longer attention spans 

 Talkative and curious 

 Enjoy competition and teamwork 

 Sense of responsibility, 

dependability 

 Capable of group 

cooperation/planning 

 Increased reasoning ability 

 Strong sense of right and wrong 

 Understanding abstract concepts 

 Able to see others point of view 

 Desire independence 

 Capable of self-evaluation, can 

recognize failure 

 Desire to belong to group 

 Peer recognition important 

 Attached to same gender 

 Emotionally volatile 

 Boys relate in physical activity, 

girls relate by talking 

 Peer pressure stronger 

 More aware of body, body 

image 

 Interested in people and aware 

of differences 

 Idolizing stars 

 

Strategies: 
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11-13 YEARS OLD (7
th

-8
th

 grade) 

 

Physical Behavioral/Learning Social/Emotional 

 Girls grow faster than boys 

 Boys can be immature 

 Bodies clumsy and awkward 

with growing 

 Physical appearance changing 

rapidly 

 Most girls going through 

puberty, body image and self-

esteem issues arise 

 Good fine motor skills 

 Abstract and logical thinking 

skills 

 Ability for complex thought 

 Sense of right and wrong 

 Respect honesty and directness 

 Respect adults getting to know 

them, hearing them 

 Starting to test limits 

 Strong fear of rejection 

 Loud behavior can hide 

insecurity 

 Perfectionists—can be frustrated 

if they fail at a task 

 May start experimenting with 

drugs, alcohol, dating/sex 

 Better handle on their own 

feelings 

 Questioning authority, needs 

reasoning behind rules 

 Wants to be heard and 

understood 

 Easily embarrassed 

 Moody, can be rude and short-

tempered 

 Influenced by peer group, 

acceptance is very important 

 Distancing self from parents 

 Crushes are common 

 Need to belong—may dress and 

act alike  

 

Strategies: 
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Camper Behavior 

Key Messages 

 

Positive Emphasis: Focus on the positive. Praise or acknowledge kids when they are cooperative. Use 

incentives as a reward for positive behavior, rather than punishment. 

 

Drop the Rope: Avoid getting into a power struggle with campers by giving firm, clear choices, allowing 

campers to be "right", and using "and" instead of "but." 

  

 

Don't Take Things Personally: Stay calm; know that a camper's anger has nothing to do with you. Good 

counselors get frustrated, but never get even. 

  

 

Ask Good Questions: Ask "What?" instead of "Why?" Ask, "What happened?" "What should we do about it?" 

"What can I do to help?" "What do you think will happen if this keeps going on?" 

 

Seek Help: Smart staffers know they don't have all the answers. Strong staffers stand on the shoulders of those 

who are there to support them. 
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Camper and Staff Safety Quiz 
What is the first step you take if you think one of your campers is missing? _____________________ 

 

Which of the following are the different types of Harassment? 

a) verbal, unintentional, physical, bullying 

b) physical, non-verbal, sexual, verbal 

c) sexual, visual, physical, teasing 

d) bullying, teasing, intentional, physical 

 

When a camper leaves the group to use the restroom 

a) a staff member must go with them 

b) the camper needs to take another camper with them 

c) camper should never leave the group, so the whole group must go 

 

True or False. Staff should always be with two or more campers, or in plain view of others. 

 

True or False. Only campers need to turn medication into the nurse. 

 

True or False. You may leave a group of kids unattended if you need to use the restroom. 

 

Which of the following is true about attendance: 

a) All Campers, Staff, and Visitors must sign in at arrival 

b) After check in, missing kids and staff will receive a call from the Site Director 

c) The person picking up a camper, must be listed on their camper release form and show ID every day. 

d) All of the above 

 

Camp Fire is committed to providing an environment that is free from harassment of any kind including but not limited to 

harassment based on: ____________, _____________, ______________, ______________,  

 

______________, ______________, ______________, _______________, ________________,  

 

____________, ___________________, ________________, __________________ 

 

True or False. If you can hear thunder, you are close enough to the storm to be struck by lightning. 

 

True or False. In the event of an Earthquake, if you are outside, quickly find shelter and stand in a door jam. 

 

In which case do you NOT take a camper to visit the Health Manager? 

a) Bee sting 

b) Hit on the side of head by a soccer ball 

c) Upset stomach 

d) Tired/needs a nap 

e) None of the above 

 

True or False. As a volunteer you may learn information that you should not divulge to anyone else. 

 

If you feel like you have been harassed by another staff member, you should: 

a) Express displeasure clearly to the harasser 

b) Report the act immediately by writing down the details of the complaint and submit to Site Director, or Day Camp Manager 

c) Do nothing, 

d) A and B 

 

How do campers tell staff from the general public?  __________________________ 

 

Be A_________, C_________________, T________________. You are responsible for your own happiness! 
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Reflection Techniques 
  

● The Go Around. Everyone in the group contributes a descriptive sentence. The description can be shortened 

to one word as well (random, round the circle, talking stick, etc.). 

 

● The Memory Game. "One person starts, explaining in detail everything that happened. Everyone must listen 

carefully. If anyone else in the group thinks that the person talking missed something that happened, say, 

"hold it!" Then explain what is missed. Then, the speaker who said "hold it" will continue, etc.  

 

● Talk in the present tense. "I'm now carrying three people. My knees are getting weak!" Because of the 

present tense, the participants come close to reliving the actual experience. 

 

● Small groups. Small Group discussions may be directed or open‑ ended; then share headlines and highlights 

with the whole club. 

 

● Process Observers. Have individuals from group stand to side and observe process, then give group 

feedback. 

 

● Fast Forward. Have the group reenact the initiative/activity in fast forward speed. 

 

● Storytelling. Once upon a time ... there was a group... (pass the story around the circle). 

 

● Creative Reporting. Pass the microphone and television camera around the circle. 

 

● Wind it up. Pass around a ball of yarn and scissors, having each person cut of a piece. Do not specify length 

of pieces. During the reflection, each person must talk as long as it takes to wind their piece of yarn around 

their finger. 

 

● Pile. Place a pile of unrelated objects in the center of the circle. Have each participant say how their day (or 

role in the group) was like one of the objects. 

 

Closure Questions 
  

1. What did you learn about yourself? 

2. What did you learn about others? How do you feel about yourself and others? 

3. What new questions do you have about yourself and others? 

4. What did you do today of which you are particularly proud? 

5. What skill are you working to improve ? 

6. Was your behavior today typical of the way you usually act in groups? Explain. 

7. How can you use what you learned in other life situations? 

8. What beliefs about yourself and others were reinforced today? 

9. Would you do anything differently if you were starting the activity again with this group? 

10.  What would you like to say to group members? 
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Purpose of Activity When you might use  Structured Avenues Unstructured Avenues 

Help participants feel 

welcome 

Beginning of session Organized Introductions. Have 

each participant introduce 

themselves, or acknowledge 

participant(s) new to the group 

Individual welcomes. Say 

hello to every participant. 

 

Group welcome. Say hello 

or welcome the full group 

once everyone arrives. 

 

Use names. Try to learn the 

names of youth as quickly 

as you can and call 

participants by name. 

Break the ice Beginning of session Verbal Icebreaker. A game 

designed to help people feel 

comfortable in the group – does 

not involve physical movement. 

 

Physical Icebreaker. A game 

designed to help people feel 

comfortable in the group- does 

involve physical movement. 

Friendly conversation. Ask 

youth about school and 

about events in their life. 

Try to ask questions that 

multiple participants might 

answer – maybe you can 

get them talking to each 

other. 

Energize a group When people lack 

energy, have been 

sitting and /or 

listening for a long 

time, etc. 

Energizer. A game designed to 

raise the energy level of the 

group; usually physical in 

nature, can be very simple and 

quick. 

Ask. Ask about participants 

energy levels and ask them 

what to do to raise energy. 

Help a group form When a group is new Name game. An activity aimed 

at helping participants learn each 

other’s names. 

 

Get-to-know each other game. A 

game in which participants learn 

information about each other. 

Informal Introductions. 

Introduce one youth to 

another, perhaps one that 

has similar interests. 

Build a strong team Various times Communication game. A game 

that explicitly focuses on 

communication (e.g., telephone; 

active listening activity) 

 

Trust game. A game that 

requires participants to trust each 

other (e.g., trust lean; get the 

group across the river.) 

Be team oriented. In your 

interactions with 

participants, talk about 

team goals and dynamics. 
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Internet Communication Policy 
 
As a volunteer of Camp Fire, I agree not to use social networking profiles, group pages, blogs, or other 

Internet mediums to discuss behavior that is prohibited by camp policy, including but not limited to 

underage use of alcohol, or drug use, sexual behavior, delinquent behavior, destruction of property, 

harassment or intimidation.  

 

I agree to be respectful of the camp, its program, the campers and its employees in all communications online. 

As such, I agree to the following: 

• I will not use obscenities, profanity, or vulgar language. 

• I will not engage in harassment or intimidation. 

• I will not post comments that are derogatory with regard to an individual’s race, gender, religion, sexual 

orientation, or disability. 

• I will not use sexually explicit, suggestive, humiliating, or demeaning comments. 

• I will not post photographs that compromise someone else’s privacy. 

 

I must request and receive prior written permission from Camp Fire in order to: 

• Use the camp name or official camp logo, or camp photograph.  

• Add a link from my group page, profile or other site to the official Camp Fire or affiliated websites.  

• Include text or photographs that are the property of camp.  

• Include photographs of campers or other staff members.  

• Create a camp “group page,” or similar, with the above items.  

 

Once I identify myself as a Camp Fire Volunteer, the general public may see me as an ambassador or 

spokesperson of Camp Fire. I agree to adhere to the guidelines outlined above.  I understand that if any 

guidelines are violated, it could result in disciplinary or legal action. 
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Service Agreement and Receipt of Materials – All Staff 
 

I agree to carry out the responsibilities of my position, as described in my job description (pages 7 – 13), to the very best 

of my abilities. 

 

I agree to participate in all day camp activities, as assigned by the Camp Site Director, to the very best of my abilities. 

 

I agree to model for youth and adults the Camp Fire philosophy of good citizenship and abide by the policies and 

standards of Camp Fire.   

 

I agree to attend all training sessions, to be on time, and to be present during the entire training session. 

 

I agree to the full time COMMITMENT I have made to the Site Director and will be on time and will be present as 

agreed. 

 

I agree to notify the Camp Site Director immediately if, for any reason, I find that I am unable to carry out my 

responsibilities at Day Camp.   

 

I have received a staff manual and agree to read and adhere to the policies and procedures of Camp Fire as 

documented in the Day Camp Staff Manual. 

 

I agree to follow: 

 Staff Personnel Guidelines (pp. 15 – 18) 

  

 Day Camp Requirements, Standards, and Procedures (pp. 35 – 36) 

 

 Day Camp Philosophy of Behavior Management (p. 29 – 32) 

 

 Recognizing Child Abuse (p. 49) 

 

 Harassment Free Environment (p. 41) 

 

 Harassment Reporting and Complaint Procedure (p. 42) 

 

 Confidential Information (p. 43) 

 

 Internet Communication Policy (p.72) 
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Service Agreement and Receipt of Materials – All Staff 
 

I agree to carry out the responsibilities of my position, as described in my job description (pages 7 – 13), to the very best 

of my abilities. 

 

I agree to participate in all day camp activities, as assigned by the Camp Site Director, to the very best of my abilities. 

 

I agree to model for youth and adults the Camp Fire philosophy of good citizenship and abide by the policies and 

standards of Camp Fire.   

 

I agree to attend all training sessions, to be on time, and to be present during the entire training session. 

 

I agree to the full time COMMITMENT I have made to the Site Director and will be on time and will be present as 

agreed. 

 

I agree to notify the Camp Site Director immediately if, for any reason, I find that I am unable to carry out my 

responsibilities at Day Camp.   

 

I have received a staff manual and agree to read and adhere to the policies and procedures of Camp Fire as 

documented in the Day Camp Staff Manual. 

 

I agree to follow: 

 Staff Personnel Guidelines (pp. 15 – 18) 

  

 Day Camp Requirements, Standards, and Procedures (pp. 35 – 36) 

 

 Day Camp Philosophy of Behavior Management (p. 29 – 32) 

 

 Recognizing Child Abuse (p. 49) 

 

 Harassment Free Environment (p. 41) 

 

 Harassment Reporting and Complaint Procedure (p. 42) 

 

 Confidential Information (p. 43) 

 

 Internet Communication Policy (p.72) 

 

            

      Print Your Name Clearly     

 

              

          Your Signature   Date of Training 

 

Shade in the box(s) of the Day Camp(s) that you will be volunteering at: 

 

Carkeek 1 Carkeek 2 Carkeek 3 Carkeek 4 Carkeek 5 

Gold Creek 1 Gold Creek 2 Gold Creek 3 Golden Gardens Carkeek 6 

Hans Jensen Blyth Park    

TURN IN AFTER OFFSITE TRAINING 


